




Appendix A A.2. Drivers

Stage 0: Initial setup

1 Scope: This is a preliminary step to create the root folder that will contain the sub-
folders of the different calculations. In addition, all the variables assigned to relevant
information (e.g., input/output files names, folder names, number of states, torsional
angle of photo-isomerization) are storage as a dictionary in a pickle_features_rlx_scan
file, in pickle format. This file serves for parsing the stored variables as arguments to
the different routines of the module, and it is updated each time that a new variable
is defined. Indeed, it is the only argument that routines R1.RS-R4.RS receive/return
to then unpack the specific variables needed to operate.

1 Routine R0.RS: step_initial_setup_rs()
1 Root folder: <<Relaxed_Scan_n-roots_project_name>>

Stage 1: Identification of the chromophore configuration and selection of
the photo-isomerization coordinate

1 Scope: In this step, the configuration of the retinal chromophore at the S1min
structure is automatically identified (i.e., all-trans, 13-cis, 11-cis, 9-cis) by using the
low-level function arm_get_ret_configuration(). Based on such information, the
photo-isomerization coordinate (e.g., C12-C13=C14-C15 for all-trans and 13-cis config-
urations) is defined, and the corresponding dihedral angles to be constrained during
the geometry optimizations are characterized (∠S1

geom[a,b,c]).
Then, the input geometry for the first point of the RS is setup by using the low-
level function arm_get_ret_dihedrals() to get the relevant dihedrals of the S1min
structure (∠S1

MIN[a,b,c]).
1 Routine R1.RS: step_arm_initial_casscf_opt_rs(pickle_features_rlx_scan)
1 Working folder: <<initial_setup_rlx_scan_n-roots_project_name>>
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Stage 2: Constrained geometry optimization at the n-roots state-average
level for each point of the RS

1 Scope: This step consists on the computation of the relaxed scan (RS) by performing
a series of subsequent constrained optimizations, to explore the photo-isomerization
characteristic of the given rPSB. The RS is computed for the change in torsional angle
from the S1min structure to a value of |90| degrees. The magnitude and sign of the
main torsional dihedral that defines the photo-isomerization coordinate (i.e., ∠S1

MIN[a]),
is used to determine if the chromophore follows a clockwise or counter-clockwise motion
during the photo-isomerization. This information is crucial to decide if the magnitude
of ∠S1

MIN[a] should be either increased or decreased in a given step_size. In this
regard, the following criteria is employed to define each of the successive points:

∠S1
constr[x{a, b, c}] =


∠S1
constr[x] + step_size, if90 > ∠S1

constr[x] > 0
∠S1
constr[x] + step_size, if − 90 > ∠S1

constr[x] < 0
∠S1
constr[x]− step_size, if90 < ∠S1

constr[x] > 0
∠S1
constr[x]− step_size, if − 90 < ∠S1

constr[x] < 0

(A.2.1)

Once the new torsional angle is defined, a constrained geometry optimization is per-
formed at the n-roots SAn-CASSCF(12,12)/AMBER/6-31G(d) level, following the
gradient of the S1 state. (see Section A.2.2.1). Each time that one geometry opti-
mization finishes, the convergence of such a calculation is evaluated. If it converges,
its output files are used as an input for the next constrained geometry optimization.

1 High-level function:
arm_casscf_scan_point -xyz [A∠S1

constr] -key [B1] -jobiph [C∠S1
constr] -espf

[D∠S1
constr] -nr n -const ∠S1

constr[a,b,c] -o project_name
1 Routine R2.RS: step_arm_casscf_scan_point(pickle_features_rlx_scan)
1 [Open]Molcas/Tinker template: constrained_casscf_opt.j2{{n_roots}} = n,
{{rlxroot}}= 2

1 Working folder: <<casscf_scan_point_n-roots_project_name>>
1 input/outputs: <project_name_casscf_scan_point_n-roots_angle.*>
1 Communicator file: <project_name_casscf_scan_point_n-roots_angle.finished>

[-] Module: a_arm_rs
[-] Pickle file: project_name_RS_n-roots.pickle
[-] Current stage of the module: step_arm_casscf_opt_rs
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Stage 3.1: Energy re-evaluation at the n-roots CASPT2 level for each of
the structures on the RS

1 Scope: The energy of the each of the N structures produced during the RS in R2.RS
is re-evaluated via single point m-roots single-state CASPT2(12,12)/6-31G(d) calcu-
lation.

1 High-level function: arm_caspt2_sp -xyz [AN] -key [B2] -jobiph [CN] -mr
m -o project_name

1 Routine R3.1.RS: step_arm_caspt2_sp_rs(pickle_features_rlx_scan)
1 [Open]Molcas/Tinker template: sp_caspt2.j2
{{m_roots}} = m

1 Working folder: <<sp_caspt2_n-roots_project_name_N_RS>>
1 input/outputs: <project_name_N_RS_sp_caspt2_m-roots.*>
1 Communicator file: <project_name_sp_caspt2_RS_m-roots_N.finished>

[-] Module: a_arm_rs
[-] Pickle file: project_name_RS_n-roots.pickle
[-] Current stage of the module: step_arm_caspt2_sp_rs

This file is not required for the execution of successive routines.

Stage 3.2: Energy evaluation of the RET in vacuum at the n-roots CASPT2
level for each of the structures of the RS

1 Scope: The energy of the retinal chromophore (RET) in vacuum, extracted from
each of the N structures produced during the RS, is evaluated via single point m-
roots single-state CASPT2(12,12)/6-31G(d) calculation.

1 High-level function: arm_caspt2_sp_ret -xyz [EN] -mr m -o project_name
1 Routine R3.2.RS: step_arm_caspt2_sp_ret_vacuum_rs(pickle_features_rlx_scan)
1 [Open]Molcas/Tinker template: sp_caspt2_ret51.j2
1 Working folder: <<sp_caspt2_ret51_n-roots_project_name_N_RS>>
1 input/outputs: <project_name_sp_caspt2_ret51_RS_m-roots_N.*>
1 Communicator file: <project_name_sp_caspt2_ret51_RS_m-roots_N.finished>

[-] Module: a_arm_rs
[-] Pickle file: project_name_RS_n-roots.pickle
[-] Current stage of the module: step_arm_caspt2_sp_ret_vacuum_rs
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ABSTRACT: The Automatic Rhodopsin Modeling (ARM)
protocol has recently been proposed as a tool for the fast and
parallel generation of basic hybrid quantum mechanics/
molecular mechanics (QM/MM) models of wild type and
mutant rhodopsins. However, in its present version, input
preparation requires a few hours long user’s manipulation of
the template protein structure, which also impairs the
reproducibility of the generated models. This limitation,
which makes model building semiautomatic rather than fully
automatic, comprises four tasks: definition of the retinal
chromophore cavity, assignment of protonation states of the ionizable residues, neutralization of the protein with external
counterions, and finally congruous generation of single or multiple mutations. In this work, we show that the automation of the
original ARM protocol can be extended to a level suitable for performing the above tasks without user’s manipulation and with
an input preparation time of minutes. The new protocol, called a-ARM, delivers fully reproducible (i.e., user independent)
rhodopsin QM/MM models as well as an improved model quality. More specifically, we show that the trend in vertical
excitation energies observed for a set of 25 wild type and 14 mutant rhodopsins is predicted by the new protocol better than
when using the original. Such an agreement is reflected by an estimated (relative to the probed set) trend deviation of 0.7 ± 0.5
kcal mol−1 (0.03 ± 0.02 eV) and mean absolute error of 1.0 kcal mol−1 (0.04 eV).

1. INTRODUCTION

Vertebrate, invertebrate, and microbial rhodopsins constitute an
ecologically widespread class of membrane photoresponsive
proteins driving fundamental biological functions such as vision,
photoentrainment, chromatic adaptation, ion-gating, and ion-
pumping.1−3 The recent discovery of a new family of light-
sensing microbial rhodopsins4−7 indicates that we do not still
fully comprehend the vast distribution and functional diversity
of these systems, which are likely to exploit, globally, an amount
of sun-light energy larger than that harnessed by photosynthetic
systems.
In spite of their functional diversity, rhodopsins display a

remarkably common protein architecture featuring seven α-
helices forming a cavity hosting a retinal protonated Schiff base
(rPSB) chromophore covalently bound to a lysine located in the
middle of helix VII (helix G for microbial rhodopsins).2

Furthermore, the protein functions are invariably initiated by
the photoisomerization of the chromophore triggered by the
absorption of light of a specific wavelength.8−12 The molecular-
level understanding of how variations in the amino acid
sequence can modify the functionality of the rhodopsin

molecular architecture appears to be not only central to
photobiology13−20 but of importance for the rational design of
synthetic mimics21−23 and artificial molecular devices.24−26

In the past, the investigation of how rhodopsin sequence
variations modify the residue−chromophore interaction, and in
turn, the protein light-response has been limited to a relatively,
small number of cases.27−32 For instance, the comprehension of
how such variation determines a change in the wavelength of
absorption maximum (λmax

a ) in tens of rhodopsins or rhodopsin
mutants, was studied as the first stage in the understanding of
functional variation.20 However, it is apparent that a solid
comprehension of how different functions emerged would
require the comparative investigation of entire arrays of
rhodopsins, thus actively searching for common molecular-
level (e.g., residue type, placement, and conformation) traits
associated with an observed property.
There is another reason for moving from the investigation of

few rhodopsins to the investigation of larger rhodopsin arrays.
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Rhodopsins are of central importance in the field of
optogenetics.3,11,33−37 In optogenetics, specific microbial
rhodopsins and/or their mutants are expressed in neurons,
with the aim of activating, inhibiting, or visualizing neuronal
activity through their interaction with light of a specific
wavelength. In this context, the search for novel or better
optogenetics tools (e.g., rhodopsins with specific λmax

a values)
requires the construction and screening of several sets of
mutants of one or more rhodopsins.3,11,37−40 Indeed, red-shifted
mutants, which minimize light scattering and absorption by
biological tissues, are presently a target of great impor-
tance.39,41−46 As discussed above, both the understanding of
function variability and the search for mutants with desired
properties call for a comparative investigation of large arrays
(e.g., hundreds, if not thousands) of rhodopsins with different
amino acid sequences. In principle, this type of investigation
could be carried out experimentally via expression and
purification of rhodopsins from many organisms or, in the
case of mutant screening, using directed evolution methods
based on random mutagenesis. However, this appears to be an
expensive and unpractical research effort to be carried out
systematically. As we will now discuss, these issues can, in
principle, be pursued through computational means, provided
that novel and specialized protocols become available.
Arguably, a computational protocol suitable for the

investigation of large arrays of photoresponsive proteins must
be based on the construction of hybrid quantum mechanical/
molecular mechanical (QM/MM) models.47−51 In fact, QM/
MMmodels decrease the computational cost by limiting the size
of the protein moiety treated at the expensive QM level. For
instance, in the rhodopsin models considered here, the rPSB
chromophore is treated at the QM level using a multiconfigura-
tional quantum chemical method, whereas the protein itself is
treated at the inexpensive MM level using a suitable force field.
However, even though the application of such technology had,
and still has, an important impact for rhodopsin studies,
conventional QM/MM models are, almost regularly, computa-
tionally complex models which are built manually and feature
different QM methods and MM force fields when designed by
different research groups. For this reason, they are often (i) time-
consuming to construct, (ii) noncongruous (e.g., not com-
parable), and (iii) error prone. Features i−iii impair the
production of such models for extended rhodopsin arrays.
The recently proposed Automatic Rhodopsin Modeling

protocol (from now on called ARM)52 represents a first attempt
toward the automated and fast generation of congruous QM/
MM models of rhodopsins. As illustrated in Figure 1, ARM
models are specialized QM/MM models and, in general, would
not be applicable to other (e.g., cytoplasmic) photoresponsive
proteins. ARM is not designed to produce the most accurate
QM/MM models possible (see, for instance, the models of refs
50 and 53 targeting accurate spectroscopic studies), but basic,
gas-phase, and computationally fast models aimed at the
rationalization and prediction of trends between sequence
variability and function. Therefore, ARM aims to satisfy the
following desirable features suitable for the generation of arrays
of models: automation, so as to reduce building errors and avoid
biased QM/MMmodeling; speed, so as to deal with large sets of
rhodopsins and/or rhodopsin mutants; documented accuracy,
so as to be able to translate results into an experimentally
assessable hypothesis; transferability, so as to treat rhodopsins
with large differences in sequence (i.e., organism belonging to
different life domains and kingdoms).

The current version of ARMhas been tested for the prediction
of trends in λmax

a of a limited set of wild type and mutant
vertebrate, invertebrate, and microbial rhodopsins,10,20,52,54,55

showing good agreement with experimental data. The required
input includes (A) an X-ray crystallographic structure or
comparative model of the protein in PDB (Protein Data
Bank) format,56,57 (B) a list of residues forming the
chromophore cavity, (C) the protonation states of ionizable
side chains, and (D) the position of extracellular (OS) and
intracellular (IS) counterions. As we will detail below, the main
drawback of ARM is that it is, substantially, only a semiautomatic
(i.e., not fully automated) protocol, as the generation of its input
is achieved through a manual manipulation of the template
structure necessary to provide the information on points A−D.52
Furthermore, due to possible different user choices (e.g., during
the placement of IS and OS counterions), the reproducibility of
the results cannot be guaranteed. The latter is a worrisome
aspect, since the produced ARM model and, consequently, the
calculated properties may be user-dependent. Such limitations,
added to the human error factor, represent a serious issue when
the target is the generation of hundreds of rhodopsin models
(see for instance ref 58 for an example where this would be the
case).
In order to overcome the above-described limitations, here we

report a novel version of ARM named a-ARM. We will show
that, when adopting certain default choices/parameters, a-ARM
is capable of performing automatically (i.e., avoiding user
manipulation) the following four key steps: (A) definition of the
chromophore cavity, (B) assignment of protonation states of

Figure 1. General scheme of a QM/MM ARM and a-ARM model,
composed by (1) main chain (cyan cartoon), (2) chromophore rPSB
(green ball-and-sticks), (3) Lys side chain covalently linked to the
chromophore (blue ball-and-sticks), (4) main counterion MC (cyan
tubes), (5) protonated residues GLH and ASH (violet tubes), (6)
external Cl− (green balls) counterions, (7) water molecules (tubes),
and the (8) residues of the chromophore cavity subsystem (red frames).
Parts 1 and 6 form the environment subsystem. Parts 2 and 3 form the
Lys-QM subsystem, which includes the H-link atom located along the
only bond connecting blue and green atoms. Parts 4 and 8 form the
cavity subsystem. Water molecules (Part 7) may be part of the
environment or cavity subsystems. The external OS and IS charged
residues are shown in frame representation. This figure, and all other
protein structures presented in this work, were produced using PyMOL,
version 1.2.59
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ionizable residues side chain, (C) placement of OS and IS
counterions, and (D) congruous generation of single or multiple
point mutations, allowing in principle for a faster and parallel
model building. Such an automated approach, called a-
ARMdefault, adopts a set of default values for the choices
determining how the QM/MM model is built. These are chain
A, if different chains are present in the crystallographic data;
chromophore cavity generation based on Voronoi tessellation
and alpha spheres theory and including the lysine residue
covalently linked to the rPSB, plus the main (MC) and
secondary (SC) chromophore counterion residues; protonation
states of the ionizable residues based on partial charges
calculated at the crystallographic pH and using neutral His
residues with the δ-nitrogen of the imidazole protonated (HID
tautomer); OS and IS counterion (Na+/Cl−) positions
optimized with respect to an electrostatic potential grid
constructed around each charged OS and IS residue.
Based on a benchmark set of 25 wild type rhodopsins

(including vertebrate, invertebrate, and microbial) and 14
mutants and providing 39 observed λmax

a values, below we report
that a-ARMdefault has a 32/39 success ratio in reproducing the
observed λmax

a trend. In the cases for which the fully automated
protocol fails (i.e., produces ΔES1−S0 values far from the
observed ones), we show that a semiautomatic approach called
a-ARMcustomized can be employed, allowing for the construction
of customized models, which display consistency with the
observed trend.
Both a-ARMdefault and a-ARMcustomized not only have a high

level of automation with respect to the original ARM, but also
greatly reduced input preparation time, higher accuracy even
when considering distant rhodopsins, and finally full reprodu-
cibility of the final results.

2. THEORY AND IMPLEMENTATION OF a-ARM
a-ARM is an improved version of the original ARM based on a
Python subroutine, which allows for an automated production of
QM/MM models of the type described in Figure 1. a-ARM is
designed to generate the ARM input therefore avoiding, as much
as possible, human manipulations. In a sense, a-ARM
incorporates the original protocol but provides automatically
(but also semiautomatically) all required input information. In
order to facilitate the description of how a-ARM works, in
section 2.1 we revise the main feature of the original input. The
following sections 2.2 and 2.3 deal with the a-ARM structure and
section 2.4 deals with a-ARM benchmarking.
2.1. ARM Input: Assets and Limitations. The original

ARM is, substantially, a Bash shell script that links a series of
publicly available computational packages, by automatically
managing and passing information between them. The input
(herein called ARM input) is constituted by two files containing
the information described in points A−D of section 1. The
PDBARM input file contains the protein structure in PDB format
(from either crystallographic or comparative modeling data)
with the assigned residue protonation states and positions of
Na+/Cl− external counterions. Instead, the cavity input file
contains a list of residues constituting the cavity where the
chromophore resides.
In the workflow of the protocol shown in Figure S1 of the

Supporting Information, the ARM input is treated sequentially
to perform the following actions by a series of software packages:
mutation and rotamer selection, using SCWRL4;60 addition of
waters and hydrogens, employing DOWSER;61 MM energy
minimization and simulated annealing (SA)/molecular dynam-

ics (MD) relaxation, with GROMACS;62 geometry optimiza-
tion and energy reevaluation at the CASSCF(12,12)/AMBER
and CASPT2(12,12) levels, respectively,48 using a combination
of the quantum chemical package MOLCAS63 and molecular
mechanics package TINKER.64 The SA/MD procedure is
performed starting with N = 10 different seeds that provide 10
independent sets of initial velocities for generating 10
independent QM/MM models. Therefore, the resulting output
files include 10 replicas of the final equilibrated ARM model as
well as the average vertical excitation energy, from now on called
simply vertical excitation energy (ΔES1−S0), between ground
state (S0) and the first singlet excited state (S1) computed at the
CASPT2 level. From these 10 models, the output structure
characterized by ΔES1−S0 values closest to the average (N = 10)
is selected. As anticipated above, suchmodels correspond to gas-
phase and globally uncharged models of a rhodopsin monomer,
composed of three subsystems, i.e., environment, cavity, and
Lys-QM (see Figure 1). The QM part of the Lys-QM subsystem
is treated at the CASSCF level and corresponds to the rPSB
chromophore, while the Lys part of the same subsystem as well
as the environment and cavity subsystems correspond to the
MM part of the model and are described at the AMBER level.
The entire model construction and 3-root state-average
CASPT2(12,12) vertical excitation energy calculation takes,
after the input file preparation, ∼36 h CPU time when running
the 10 replicas in parallel on a modern workstation.
In spite of their elementary structure, ARMmodels have been

shown to be able to reproduce trends in λmax
a variation in a set of

diverse rhodopsins.52 In addition, further studies have
demonstrated that the same models are able to successfully
simulate, thanks to CASSCF gradients, properties associated
with rhodopsin fluorescence,20,55 and photoisomerization.65−67

However, as mentioned in section 1, a critical automation limit
of ARM is related to the manual preparation of its input files.
Such preparation takes time (see section S1 in the Supporting
Information). In our experience, we found that a skilled user can
complete the preparation of an ARM input for a new rhodopsin
protein in not less than 3 h.
The first step in the manual preparation of an ARM input is

the manipulation of the PDB file containing the original
rhodopsin crystallographic structure (see point A of section 1),
aimed at removing unnecessary information such as unwanted
protein chains and subsequently adjusting atoms and residue
numbering. This step will also deal with the possible presence of
two alternate locations of selected side chains in the same PDB
file, for which there is no established selection procedure.
Related to this issue, also selection of the residue containing the
retinal chromophore (i.e., the residue that will define the Lys-
QM subsystem) has to be performed manually. The selected
protein chain, side-chain rotamers, and chromophore residue
are ultimately written in the PDBARM

file.
ARMmodels are sensitive to the correct choice of protonation

state of the protein ionizable residues52 (see point C of section
1). To perform such an assignment, one may use experimental
data and/or execute the external program PROPKA68 (see also
section 2.2.3) and analyze its output. In this way, residues with
uncommon protonation states are identified and their three-
letter code manually written in the PDBARM

file.
The location of the residues belonging to the cavity

surrounding the retinal chromophore (see point B of section
1) is also performed manually through an external Web-based
tool (CASTp,69 see section 2.2.2). The user has then to
manually prepare the cavity file containing the list of the selected
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cavity residues. Finally, the last step of the ARM input
preparation is the neutralization of the protein environment,
through the distribution of OS and IS counterions (see point D
of section 1). This step is themost time-demanding and does not
follow a well-defined procedure, since it requires the visual
inspection of the protein structure and, therefore, has an impact
on the reproducibility of the generated model. Again, the final
type and coordinates of the selected counterions are added to
the PDBARM

file. For a more detailed description of the above
steps see section S1 in the Supporting Information.
2.2. a-ARM. As already mentioned above, a-ARM has the

ability to operate either as a fully automated tool or as an

interactive system for the semiautomatic generation of the ARM
input presented above. More specifically, in a-ARM the
information required for generating complete PDBARM and
cavity files may be provided via either default choices or by
answering specific questions in the command line of terminal
window. With such an input, the QM/MMmodel generated by
the subsequent calculation is called a-ARM model.
According to the general workflow of a-ARM (see Figure 2),

the procedure starts with the selection of the rhodopsin
structure of interest used to prepare the ARM input and ends
with the generation of the QM/MM a-ARM model and the
calculation of the ΔES1−S0 and corresponding λmax

a (throughout

Figure 2. a-ARM workflow. After the selection of the protein chain, a-ARM generates the ARM input files with complete information on the
chromophore cavity, protonation states, and counterion placement (see Figure 1) corresponding to points B−Dof section 1. The input is then used for
the execution of the original ARM,52 obtaining as output 10 a-ARMmodels along with the calculated average vertical excitation energy (ΔES1−S0). The
parallelograms represent input or output data, the continuous line squares refer to processes or actions, and the dashed lines mean software executions.
The [A] mark symbolizes fully automation, whereas the [M] mark represent manual decision. Finally, the [M/A] mark indicates situation that may be
either manual or automated (see text). Notice that the software execution labeled “QM/MM calculation” is the same as in the original ARM (see ref
52). In a-ARM the production of the PDBARM and cavity input files takes only a few minutes.
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this work, we assume that the vertical excitation energy provides
a good approximation for the energy corresponding to the λmax

a at
the CASPT2 level of theory). The code behind the workflow
reported in Figure 2 is driven by a modular, Python-based
collection of routines and can be accessed upon request to the
authors. In the following, we detail the four steps (see sections
2.2.1−2.2.4) of the a-ARM workflow. In section 2.2.5, we will
instead report on an automatic mutant generation method also
currently incorporated in a-ARM.
2.2.1. Step 1. Automatic Identification of Protein Chain,

rPSB, Chromophore Bounded Lys, MC, and SC. In Step 1 of
Figure 2 (see also Figure S2 in the Supporting Information) we
display the workflow necessary to obtain the initial structure of
the rhodopsin of interest. To begin with, the user has the option
to provide a crystallographic structure or a comparative model in
PDB format or type the PDB ID to download the file directly
from the RCSB PDB.57 The program is then able to identify
automatically the different protein chains, which may be present
in the PDB file and select chain A by default (i.e., automatically
or [A]) or, alternatively, let the user select the chain (i.e.,
manually [M]). Thus, the program generates a file PDB(i)

ARM,
which contains information on the selected chain, residue
conformations, chromophore, and water molecules.
Due to their local flexibility, certain residues may have two

alternate side chains locations (i.e., conformations) in the
protein crystallographic structure. The strategy adopted to
assign a single rotamer, without the need to visualize the
structure, is to analyze the atom occupancy number in the
coordinate section of the file. This parameter, which takes values
from 0 to 1, is used as a criteria to estimate the frequency of each
conformation. Accordingly, a-ARM identifies the residues with
atom occupancy different from 1.0, creates a list with residue
name and sequential number, and the occupancy value of the
alternate side chain locations and acts automatically [A] by
selecting the rotamer with the largest occupancy or, alter-
natively, asks the user to select the wanted rotamer by typing the
corresponding number [M].
The rPSB chromophore is automatically recognized and

selected. For this purpose, the program identifies all residues
which are not standard amino acids, waters, and membrane
lipids and generates a list of possible chromophores. Once again,
the chromophore can be selected automatically by default,
which corresponds to the ordinary rPSB chromophore [A], or
the user may select the correct option manually by typing the
corresponding residue number [M]. Here, we should stress that,
while this step is instrumental for a future generalization of a-
ARM (e.g., for considering multiple chromophores), there is
only a single rPSB chromophore in rhodopsins and therefore the
user intervention is not needed. Moreover, although in the
majority of rhodopsin coordinate files in the RCSB PDB,57 the
retinal and the covalently linked lysine are two distinct residues
(i.e., RET and LYS, respectively) in a minority of cases (e.g.,
6EID70 and 6EIG70) retinal and lysine constitute a single residue
(LYR). In principle, this LYR formatting is not compatible with
ARM52 algorithms, which are designed to recognize the RET
and linker LYS as distinct residues. To deal with that, a-ARM is
now able to automatically recognize the LYR residue and
subsequently split it into RET and LYS, respecting the standard
format of residue and atom names (see section S4 in the
Supporting Information).
Another important feature of the program is that, based on the

geometrical parameters of the selected chromophore, the
chromophore-linked Lys side chain and the potential MC and

SC counterions are automatically identified. This is achieved by
first locating the linked Lys as the residue geometrically closest
to the chromophore, by computing the Euclidean distance
between each atom in the chromophore and the coordinates of
the nitrogen “NZ” of all the Lys residues present in the structure.
Then, the MC and SC are identified as the two Asp and/or Glu
and/or crystallographic Cl− residues geometrically closest to the
chromophore-linked Lys side chain, by computing the distance
between the coordinates of its nitrogen “NZ” and the
coordinates of the oxygen “O” of each of the carboxylate-
bearing residues (or the chlorine atom). However, this selection
is only preparatory to the ionization state assignment (see
section 2.2.3) that determines if the SC and MC are indeed
acting as negatively charged Schiff base counterions. The
inclusion of the Cl− anions contained in the X-ray structure into
the QM/MMmodel, even when not considered as MC or SC, is
a new feature of a-ARM that allows a more realistic description
of rhodopsin chloride pumps (i.e., 5B2N71 and 5G2872).

2.2.2. Step 2: Automatic Generation of the Chromophore
Cavity. The identification and characterization of the
chromophore cavity is a key step for the definition of congruous
QM/MM models of rhodopsins (see Figure 2 and section 2.1).
There are different algorithms for protein pocket detection.73

These are mainly available via Web server-based facilities, but a
few are distributed as a code for local usage. The widely used
Web servers include CASTp,69 employed in the original ARM
protocol.52 Even though CASTp has proven to be effective, the
fact that it is not available as a command line code makes it
unsuitable for a full automation. Thus, we decided to use the
Fpocket software,74 which can be integrated in a-ARM as
illustrated in Figure 2 (see also Figure S3 in the Supporting
Information). Fpocket detects the chromophore cavity based on
Voronoi tessellation and alpha spheres built on top of the
publicly available package Qhull.74 First, a-ARM receives as
input the previously generated PDB(i)

ARM
file and automatically

executes the Fpocket software using the default options.74 As
output, several protein pockets are obtained along with their
scores. The selected chromophore cavity is the one that contains
the Lys covalently linked to the rPSB and has the highest score.
Finally, the previously identified MC and SC counterion
residues are added to the cavity list (if not already present)
and the updated list is written in the final cavity file.

2.2.3. Step 3: Automatic Assignment of Ionization States.
Our procedure for the assignment of the protonation state of the
ionizable residues at a given pH and in their specific protein
environments is based on the assumption that such state is a
function of the pKa value.

75 Accordingly, each residue with a
titratable group is associated with a model pKa value (pKa

Model),76

interpreted as the pKa displayed when the other protein side
chains are in their neutral state. On the other hand, pKa

Model is
affected by the interaction between the residue and its actual
environment, causing a change from the model value to the real
pKa value (see eq 1) called pKa

Calc. The magnitude of this change,
called shift value (ΔpKa), depends on the presence of hydrogen
bonds, desolvation effects, and Coulomb interactions, all
modulated through the degree to which the ionizable residue
is “buried” within the protein.68,75

= + Δ Δ = −K K K K K Kp p p ; p p pa
Calc

a
model

a a a
Calc

a
model

(1)

The adopted procedure is outlined in Step 3 of Figure 2 (see
also Figure S4 in the Supporting Information), and it is
initialized automatically after the detection of the PDB(i)

ARM and
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cavity files. In case that the crystallization conditions are
available in the initial PDB structure file, the program identifies
the experimental pH making the pH selection automatic [A].
Otherwise, the user is asked to insert the pH value and the pH
selection is thus not automatic [M]. Once the working pH is
assigned, the pKa

Calc is obtained using the PROPKA software
which also determines the burying percentage.68 A preliminary
preparation of the PDB(i)

ARM
file, consisting of completing the

heavy missing atoms of chain residues (including hydrogen
atoms), is needed to guarantee the correct operation of
PROPKA.77 This requires using the PDB2PQR78,79 software,
which operates under the following workflow: (i) check for
missing heavy atoms, (ii) reconstruct heavy atoms, (iii) build
and optimize hydrogens, and (iv) assign atomic parameters (for
further details see ref 78). PDB2PQR is automatically launched
using as input the PDB(i)

ARM
file and as arguments the given pH

and the AMBER force field. After that, PROPKA is launched and
its output contains information on the calculated (pKa

Calc) values
for each ionizable residue in the protein at the given pH.68 The
subsequent assignment of the protonation states of the ionizable
groups is carried out based on the above information.
According to a first approach (not reported in Figure 2)

employed byMelaccio et al.52 for the construction of the original
ARM models, the parameters used to identify the state of the
ionizable residues are the burying percentage, which indicates
how accessible the residue is from the surface (for further details
see ref 68), and the ΔpKa shift calculated at pH 7.0 as shown in
eq 1. In contrast, in a-ARM the parameter used to identify the
state of the ionizable residues is the side-chain ionization
equilibrium. Such equilibrium is estimated by inserting both the
pKa

Calc value and the established working pH in the Henderson−
Hasselbalch equation,80 which describes the relationship
between the pH and the pKa and the equilibrium concentrations
of dissociated [A−] and non-dissociated acid [HA], respec-
tively:80−82

= + [ ]
[ ]

−
KpH p log

A
HAa

Calc

(2)

The charges of the positive and negatively ionizable residues
are then deduced from eq 2 using the following approximated
rules:81

⌈ ⌉ = −
+

−
− −Q

( 1)

1 10
; for Asp and Glu

K(pH p )a
Calc

(3)

and

⌈ ⌉ = +
+

+
+ −Q

( 1)

1 10
; for Arg, Lys, and His

K(pH p )a
Calc

(4)

where ⌈Q+⌉ and ⌈Q−⌉ are integers obtained by rounding the
decimals using the “round half to even” convention. Once ⌈Q+⌉
and ⌈Q−⌉ are obtained, the following criteria is used to assign
the ionization (i.e., protonation) state:
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protonation state

Asp, Glu, if 1

ASH, GLH, if 1

Arg, Lys, His, if 1

ARN, LYD, HIE HID, if 1 (5)

The final result is added to the file PDB(i)
ARM to generate the file

PDB(ii)
ARM now also containing the ionization states.

There are two aspects that limit the confidence in the
automation of the ionizable-state assignment described above.
The first is that, due to the fact that the information provided by
PROPKA68 is approximated, the computed pKa

Calc value may, in
certain cases, be not sufficiently realistic. The second aspect
concerns the assignment of the correct tautomer of histidine.
This amino acid has charge of +1 when both the δ-nitrogen and
ϵ-nitrogen of the imidazole ring are protonated (HIP), while it is
neutral when either the δ-nitrogen (HID) or the ϵ-nitrogen
(HIE) are deprotonated. a-ARM uses as a default the HID
tautomer for the automatic assignment [A] or allows the user to
choose between the three tautomers for a non-automated
selection [M]. Therefore, when possible, the user should collect
the available experimental data and/or inspect the chemical
environment of the ionizable residues including the histidines
and propose the appropriate tautomer. Further details are given
in section S8 in the Supporting Information.

2.2.4. Step 4: Automatic Counterion Placement. The
procedure to select and place OS and IS counterions in the
model represents a difficult automation problem (see section
2.1). Herein, we report a novel approach for automatically
generating and placing such counterions and therefore avoiding
user manipulation. The approach is documented in Step 4 of
Figure 2 (see also Figure S5 of the Supporting Information). The
initial task consists in determining the type (Cl− and/or Na+)
and number of counterions needed to neutralize the protein
environment. This calculation is carried out based on the actual
charges of the OS and IS surfaces, which depend on the quantity
of positively and negatively charged residues. Therefore, the
output of Step 4 depends on the result of Step 3.
To define the OS and IS surfaces, the protein is oriented along

the z axis, as illustrated in Figure 3. To this aim, the protein
coordinates found in the PDB(ii)

ARM
file are first centered at the

protein center of mass (xyzcm). The new set of coordinates are
then rotated such as the main rotational axis is aligned with the z
axis, using the Orient utility of the VMD83 software. Finally the
coordinates are recentered at the center of mass of the
chromophore. These coordinate transformations allow to define

Figure 3. External counterion placement. Schematic representation of
the procedure for the definition of the number and type of external
counterions needed to neutralize the IS (A) and OS (B) surfaces of
bovine rhodopsin.We also illustrate the grid generated by the PUTION
code to calculate the coordinates of the Cl− counterions in the IS (C)
and the Na+ in the OS (D). The negatively and positively charged
residues are illustrated as red and blue sticks, respectively, and the Na+

and Cl− counterions as blue and green spheres, respectively.
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an imaginary plane orthogonal to the z-axis and containing the z
coordinate of the NZ atom (zPSB) of the rPSB moiety. Such a
plane divides the protein in two halves and establishes the OS
and IS surfaces in terms of the z value: the ionized residues with a
z value larger than zrPSB belong to the OS surface, whereas those
residues with z lower or equal to zrPSB belong to the IS surface.
The charge of each surface (QOS, QIS) is calculated as the
difference between the number of positively charged (Arg, Lys,
and His) and negatively charged (Asp, Glu, and crystallographic
Cl− anions) residues. Once the surface charge is known, the
protocol provides the type and number of counterions required
to neutralize the net charge of each surface independently and, in
turn, of the full protein. This procedure is illustrated in Figure
3A,B for the case of bovine rhodopsin (Rh).84 Accordingly, the
net charge of the IS surface is QIS = +6, resulting from 16
positively charged and 10 negatively charged residues, whereas
the net charge of the OS is QOS = −2, given by 7 positively
charged and 9 negatively charged residues. As a consequence, 6
Cl− and 2 Na+ must be added to compensate the positive and
negative charge of the IS and OS, respectively.
One main difference between the original ARM and the new

a-ARMprotocol is that, whereas the original version requires the
visual inspection of the PDB file tomanually identify the charged
residues and calculate the number and identity of the
counterions to be added on each surface, the new version
performs these tasks automatically. The automatic location of
ionized residues on OS and IS provides the basis to properly and
automatically place the counterions.
As described for the original ARM,52 the user-defined OS and

IS surfaces are neutralized using a set of counterions placed,
semiautomatically, in the regions where the field generated by
the charge of the ionized residues is stronger. In fact, while ARM
employs a program called PUTION (described by Melaccio et
al. as the ION Module52) that uses an energy minimization
procedure to place the counterions, the user has to manually
specify the target residues on the IS and OS surfaces, including
number of residues, residue number identification, and the
number and type of counterions to be added. With the aim of
removing the above automation limits, a-ARM adopts a different
strategy to assign the target residues and execute PUTION
automatically. More specifically, PUTION optimizes the
counterion positions on the basis of the Coulomb’s law,85 by
computing an electrostatic potential grid constructed around all
charged residues and excluding points whose distance is larger
than 8.0 Å from the center of charge of a ionized residue and
shorter than 2.0 Å from any residue atom.
As reported in Step 4 of Figure 2, the PUTION code is

automatically launched right after the determination of the
partial charges of each residue (see previous section). The
program starts by placing a counterion on the surface with the
highest net charge. The placement process is then alternated
between the OS and IS surfaces, until both are neutralized. The
energy of theNth counterion is computed from the electrostatic
interaction with the protein and the N − 1 preceding
counterions. As an output, the geometry of all external
counterions is generated as illustrated in Figure 3C,D and
added to PDB(ii)

ARM to generate the final PDBARM
file, which is

ready to be used as an input for the QM/MM model building.
2.2.5. Automatic Generation of Mutants: Redefinition of

Cavity, Ionization States, and Counterion Placement. By
exploiting the backbone-dependent rotamer library imple-
mented in the software SCWRL4,60 the original ARM has the
ability to perform amino acid substitutions on rhodopsin

structures and generate QM/MM models of mutants.52

However, such calculation has serious limitations, since the
generated mutants tend to preserve the chromophore environ-
ment (i.e., chromophore cavity, protonation states, and external
counterions) of the wild type form (unless this information is
manually modified). Therefore, although the method has been
shown to be effective when a wild type residue is substituted with
a residue with the same charge,52 it is unsuitable for
replacements altering the residue charge or polarity, thus
possibly affecting the protonation state of nearby residues and,
in general, the distribution of OS and IS counterions. An
additional problem with the original ARM is that when a
mutated residue does not belong to the chromophore cavity, this
is not relaxed but kept frozen.
Given the importance of developing a suitable tool for the

construction of congrous QM/MM models of mutants, we
implemented in a-ARM a new mutation method that takes into
account the effects of amino acid substitution on the protein
environment (see the workflow in Figure 4). The method
requires an additional input file with a .seqmut extension that
contains the information on the type (single, double, triple, etc.)
and number (N in the flowchart of Figure 4) of required
mutations. After detecting the .seqmut file, a-ARM generates N
lists with information on eachmutation (mutn in the flowchart of
Figure 4). Each list, along with the PDB(i)

ARM generated for the
wild type structure in Step 1, provides the input for the
automatic execution of the SCWRL4 software. In the case of
multiple mutations, the SCWRL4 software is re-executed. When
themutation process is concluded, themutant QM/MMmodels
are built through generation of the cavity, assignment of
protonation states, and selection of counterion placement
carried out by following Steps 2−4, as described above for the
wild type structure. Notice that in Step 2 the mutated residues
are always included in the cavity subsystem (MM part) and,
consequently, they are relaxed during the SA/MD procedure
and subsequent QM/MM level geometry optimization.

2.3. a-ARMdefault and a-ARMcustomized Approaches. In
Figure 2, wemarked as automatic [A] ormanual [M] the choices
in Steps 1−4 described in sections 2.2.1−2.2.4. The [A] or [M]
choices define two different approaches for the generation of a-
ARMmodels. The first, named a-ARMdefault, is a fully automated
approach that delivers maximum input preparation speed (see
section 3.1) for the systematic building of a-ARM models and,
therefore, useful for the generation of large arrays of wild type
rhodopsins and of their mutants (as described in section 2.2.5).
This is achieved by employing the default choices described in
sections 2.2.1−2.2.4. Accordingly, these models are built on the
basis of chain A and the side-chain rotamer with the highest
occupancy, a chromophore cavity generated by Fpocket and
including the Lys covalently linked to the rPSB and MC and SC
residues, ionization states predicted at the crystallographic pH
(or at physiological pH 7.4 in the case of no experimental
information available) with a neutral HID tautomer of histidine
and automatic counterion placement decided by the PUTION
code.52 In addition to these choices, a default choice has to be
taken for the rhodopsins displaying, for certain residues,
alternate side chain locations with exactly the same top
occupancy. As we will see below, this is found in two
crystallographic structure of our benchmark set (see section
2.4) where two rotamers display a 50% probability (occupancy
number 0.5) to contribute to the observed structure. In this
situation, the default action of the automated a-ARMdefault
approach is to generate one a-ARM model for each rotamer.
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The second approach, named a-ARMcustomized, is semi-
automatic and slower than a-ARMdefault but of increased
accuracy (see section 3.2). In fact it allows, for instance, the
construction of “customized” a-ARM models useful when the
default choices give a poor result in terms of reproducing the
experimentalΔES0−S1 trends (e.g., differences with experimental
data larger than 3−4 kcal mol−1; 0.1−0.2 eV). a-ARMcustomized
requires user manipulation during Steps 1 and 3, which consists
of selecting the protein chain (in case of multi-chain
rhodopsins), typing the number identifier of ionizable residues
with neutral charge (based on chemical criteria or experimental
data), and selecting the tautomer of the histidine. Instead, Steps
2 and 4 are performed as in the a-ARMdefault approach. Notice
that even though the semiautomatic procedure requires user

manipulation, the resulting models are always replicated even
when different users select the options.

2.4. Benchmark Set for a-ARM. In sections 2.2 and 2.3, we
have mainly dealt with the automation, speed, and reproduci-
bility of a-ARM. However, no information is provided on the
protocol accuracy in predicting property trends and, at the same
time, on the transferability of the a-ARM model between
rhodopsins with diverse (i.e., non-homologous) sequences.
Information on both accuracy and transferability requires a
benchmark study that, here, we limit to the calculation of
ΔES1−S0. In order to compare this computed quantity with the
experimental data, we assume that the observed ΔES1−S0 values
can be derived from the observed λmax

a via the equationΔES1−S0 =
hc/λmax

a . As mentioned above, the calculated values are obtained
via single-point 3-roots state-average CASPT2(12,12)//
CASSCF(12,12)/AMBER calculations yielding the potential
energy of the S0, S1, and S2 states. The fact that ΔES1−S0
corresponds to an allowed electronic transition is supported
via oscillator strength ( fOsc) calculations.
A benchmark data set comprising a pool of observed λmax

a

(expressed in terms of ΔES0−S1) values for 25 wild type and 14
mutant rhodopsins was employed for testing a-ARM. From
these mutant rhodopsins, only 2 have an available X-ray
structure (i.e., ASRAT-D217E and ChR2-C128T), while the
other 12 were generated by the procedure described in section
2.2.5. The data set incorporates the set employed byMelaccio et
al.52 for testing the original ARM (m-set), an additional set of
rhodopsins (a-set), and a set of Rh mutants (Rh mutants). The
full set, which includes vertebrate, invertebrate, and microbial
rhodopsins is presented in Table 1 and features λmax

a values
ranging from 430 to 575 nm. The number of observed λmax

a

values will provide information on the method accuracy while
the diversity (e.g., microbial vs vertebrate) of rhodopsins will
provide information on the transferability of the generated
models.
In our benchmark study, we initially use the a-ARMdefault

approach to obtain, in a fully automated fashion, the ΔES0−S1
trend. However, as reported in the previous section, default
choices do not always generate a single a-ARMmodel. As we will
document in section 3.2, this happens for the ASRAT, ASR13C,
and KR2 rhodopsins. In these cases, the selection of a single
representative rotamer is only possible when the corresponding
observedΔES0−S1 value is available (as for our benchmarks). The
selected a-ARM model will be the one yielding the computed
ΔES0−S1 value closest to the observed one.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We are interested in answering the question of whether the a-
ARMmodels generated using the input files PDBARM, cavity, and
seqmut are suitable for predicting trends ofΔES1−S0 of wild type
and mutant rhodopsins. For this purpose, we first compute the
trend generated using the fully automated a-ARMdefault
approach. Then, we describe some specific models that do not
produce values consistent with the observed trend (i.e., with
deviations larger than ∼3−4 kcal mol−1), for which the use of a-
ARMcustomized is needed.We recall that, in all cases, the computed
ΔES1−S0 values are averages over 10 replicas of the final
equilibrated a-ARM model (see section 2.1). The S0 and S1
energies, for each of the 10 replicas, are reported in Table S3 in
the Supporting Information.

3.1. a-ARMdefault. Figure 5A displays the ΔES1−S0 values for
the 25 wild type and 14 mutant rhodopsins of the benchmark set
(see Table 1), using the a-ARMdefault approach described in

Figure 4. Automatic generation of mutants by using the SCWRL460

software. The code does not require any interaction with the user
during execution.
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section 2.3 (green up triangles), whereas Figure 5B displays their
differences calculated with respect to experimental data
(ΔΔES1−S0

Exp ). The numerical values together with the corre-
sponding λmax

a and transition oscillator strength ( f Osc) values are
given in Table 2 and demonstrate that the S1 state is indeed a
strongly absorbing state.
Before discussing the performance of the fully automated

approach, it is necessary to explain why Figure 5 shows, for
certain rhodopsins, results from more than one model.

According to the a-ARMdefault approach (see section 2.3), this
occurs for rhodopsins whose crystallographic data contain two
alternate locations of some side chains. Multiple rotamers are
found in the 1XIO,86 3X3C,102 6G7H,87 and 6EID70 crystallo-
graphic structures. In the 1XIO structure, corresponding to
Anabaena sensory rhodopsin (ASR), two possible conforma-
tions were identified for both residues Lys-310 (ALys and BLys)
and RET-301 (all-trans and 13-cis rPSB) that form the Lys-QM
subsystem. Each rotamer in each pair exhibits 50% probability

Table 1. Benchmark Set of Wild Type and Mutant Rhodopsinsa

proteinb code PDB ID RET-Cc chain(s) λmax
a ΔES0−S1

m-Set
X-ray Crystallographic Structures
Anabaena sensory rhodopsin (M) ASRAT 1XIO86 all-trans A 550 52.0 (2.25)86

ASR13C 1XIO86 13-cis A 537 53.2 (2.31)86

Bacteriorhodopsin (M) bRAT 6G7H87 all-trans A 568 50.3 (2.18)2

bR13C 1X0S88 13-cis A 548 52.2 (2.26)2

Bathorhodopsin (V) bathoRh 2G8789 all-trans A, B 529 54.0 (2.34)90,91

Blue proteorhodopsin (M) BPR 4JQ692 all-trans A, B, C 490 58.3 (2.52)93

Bovine rhodopsin (V) Rh 1U1984 11-cis A, B 498 57.4 (2.49)32,91

Chimaera channelrhodopsin (M) ChRC1C2 3UG994 all-trans A 458 62.4 (2.71)40

Squid rhodopsin (I) SqRh 2Z7395 11-cis A, B 489 58.5 (2.54)96

Comparative Models
Human melanopsin (V) hMeOp 2Z73e 11-cis A 473 60.4 (2.62)d

a-Set
X-ray Crystallographic Structures
Anabaena sensory rhodopsin D217E (M) ASRAT-D217E 4TL397 all-trans A, B 552 51.8 (2.25)98

Archaerhodopsin-1 (M) Arch1 1UAZ99 all-trans A, B 568 50.3 (2.18)100

Archaerhodopsin-2 (M) Arch2 3WQJ101 all-trans A 550 52.0 (2.25)101

Channelrhodopsin-2 (M) ChR2 6EID70 all-trans A, B 470 60.8 (2.64)70

Channelrhodopsin-2 N24Q/C128T (M) ChR2-C128T 6EIG70 all-trans A, B 485 59.0 (2.56)70

Krokinobacter eikastus rhodopsin 2 (M) KR2 3X3C102 all-trans A 525 54.5 (2.36)102

Nonlabens marinus rhodopsin-3 (M) NM-R3 5B2N71 all-trans A 517 55.3 (2.40)71

ClR 5G2872 all-trans A 517 55.3 (2.40)72

Sensory rhodopsin II (M) SRII 1JGJ103 all-trans A 497 57.5 (2.49)103

Squid bathorhodopsin (I) SqbathoRh 3AYM104 all-trans A, B 530 53.9 (2.34)104

Comparative Models
Ancestral archosaur rhodopsin (V) AARh 1U19e 11-cis A 508 56.3 (2.44)19

Human blue cone (V) BCone 1U19e 11-cis A 430 66.5 (2.88)105

Human green cone (V) GCone 1U19e 11-cis A 535 53.4 (2.32)105

Human red cone (V) RCone 1U19e 11-cis A 575 49.7 (2.15)105

Mouse melanopsin (V) mMeOp 2Z73e 11-cis A 467 61.2 (2.65)106

Parvularcula oceani Xenorhodopsin (M) PoXeRAT 4TL397,e all-trans B 568 50.3 (2.18)107

PoXeR13C 4TL3e 13-cis B 549 52.1 (2.26)107

Rh Mutants Set
Bovine rhodopsin mutation (V) A292S 1U19e 11-cis A 491 58.2 (2.52)32

A269T 1U19e 11-cis A 514 55.6 (2.41)43

E113D 1U19e 11-cis A 510 56.1 (2.43)108

E122Q 1U19e 11-cis A 480 59.6 (2.58)109

F261Y 1U19e 11-cis A 510 56.0 (2.43)43

G90S 1U19e 11-cis A 489 58.5 (2.54)110

T94S 1U19e 11-cis A 494 57.9 (2.51)111

T118A 1U19e 11-cis A 484 59.1 (2.56)112

W265F 1U19e 11-cis A 480 59.6 (2.58)113

W265Y 1U19e 11-cis A 485 59.0 (2.56)110

D83N-E122Q 1U19e 11-cis A 475 60.2 (2.61)109

A292S-A295S-A299C 1U19e 11-cis A 484 59.1 (2.56)110

aExperimental maximum absorption wavelength, λmax
a , in nm, and first vertical excitation energy, ΔES0−S1, in kcal mol−1. Values of ΔES0−S1 in eV are

also provided in parentheses. bVertebrate (V), invertebrate (I), and microbial (M). cRetinal conformation. dAverage of available experimental
values in refs 106 and 114. eX-ray structure template model. See the details of the comparative model construction in section S6 of the Supporting
Information.
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(occupancy number 0.5) to contribute to the observed
structure.86,115 Therefore, the favored rotamer cannot be
selected based on their occupancy, and thus, a-ARMdefault

generates four models: the all-trans (ASRAT) models using
ALys (ASRAT-1) and BLys (ASRAT-2) and the 13-cis (ASR13C)
models with, again, ALys (ASR13C-1) and BLys (ASR13C-2), as
also done manually in previous studies.52,54,55,86,115 The final
models are then assigned to be those yielding a ΔES0−S1 value
closest to the ones observed experimentally. More specifically,
for ASRAT, we have selected model ASRAT-1 since (i) both the
error and the standard deviation are lower than that observed for
the second model (ASRAT-2), while (ii) the oscillator strengths
are practically the same (see Table 2). A similar argument
applies to the case of ASR13C where, however, the selectedmodel
is ASR13C-2.
In the case of the 3X3C structure, corresponding to

Krokinobacter eikastus rhodopsin 2 (KR2), two alternate
conformations (AAsp and BAsp) are present for the MC
residue Asp-116 with occupancy numbers 0.65 and 0.35,
respectively, and two alternate conformations (AGln and
BGln) for Gln-157, both with occupancy number 0.5 (see
Figure 6A). Given their occupancy numbers, a-ARMdefault uses
AAsp-116 and generates twomodels relative to Gln-157: KR2-1,
which includes AAsp-116 and AGln-157, and KR2-2, which
includes AAsp-116 and BGln-157. KR2-2 is the chosen model,
after comparing the computed and observed ΔES0−S1 values.
The 6G7H structure, corresponding to Bacteriorhodopsin

(bR), contains alternate locations for Asp-104, Leu-109, and
Leu-15. However, the default choice leads to the generation of a
single model with the rotamers AAsp-104, ALeu-109, and ALeu-

15, since the occupancy numbers of these specific rotamers are
0.80, 0.54, and 0.57, respectively.

Figure 5. (A) Vertical excitation energies (ΔES1−S0) computed with a-ARMdefault (up triangles) and a-ARMcustomized (squares), along with reported
ARM52 (circles) and experimental data (down triangles). S0 and S1 energy calculations were performed at the CASPT2(12,12)//CASSCF(12,12)/
AMBER level of theory using the 6-31G(d) basis set. The calculated ΔES1−S0 values are the average of 10 replicas (see Table S3 in the Supporting
Information). (B) Differences between calculated and experimental ΔES1−S0 (ΔΔES1−S0

Exp ). Values presented in kcal mol−1 (left vertical axis) and eV
(right vertical axis).

Figure 6. a-ARMmodels. Conformational (the occupancy factor of the
rotamers Asp-116 and Gln-157 are presented in parentheses) and
ionization state variability for KR2 [PDB ID 3X3C] (A), BPR [PDB ID
4JQ6] (B), RCone (C) [PDB ID template 1U19], bRAT [PDB ID
6G7H] with standard (D) and modified cavity (E). MC and SC are
presented as cyan and violet tubes, respectively.
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Table 2. Vertical Excitation Energies (ΔES1−S0, kcal mol−1 and eV in Italic and Parentheses), Maximum Absorption
Wavelengths (λmax

a , nm), and Oscillator Strength ( f Osc)
a

experimental calculatedb error

model ΔES1−S0
Exp λmax

a,Exp ΔES1−S0 λmax
a fOsc ΔΔES1−S0

Exp Δλmax
a,Exp

a-ARMdefault

m-Set
ASRAT-1 52.0 (2.25) 550 52.31.4 (2.27) 547 1.29 0.3 (0.01) −3
ASRAT-2

d 52.0 (2.25) 550 54.02.3 (2.34) 529 1.25 2.0 (0.09) −21
ASR13C-1

d 53.2 (2.31) 537 55.00.5 (2.38) 520 1.04 1.8 (0.08) −17
ASR13C-2 53.2 (2.31) 537 54.20.4 (2.35) 528 1.08 1.0 (0.04) −9
bRAT 50.3 (2.18) 568 53.20.1 (2.30) 537 1.25 2.9 (0.12) −31
bR13C 52.2 (2.26) 548 53.30.1 (2.31) 536 0.94 1.1 (0.05) −12
bathoRh 54.0 (2.34) 529 56.20.3 (2.44) 509 0.96 2.2 (0.10) −20
BPR 58.3 (2.53) 490 63.70.2 (2.76) 449 0.57 5.4 (0.24) −41
ChRC1C2 62.4 (2.71) 458 76.92.4 (3.33) 372 0.88 14.5 (0.63) −86
Rh 57.4 (2.49) 498 57.70.7 (2.50) 496 0.87 0.3 (0.01) −2
SqRh 58.5 (2.54) 489 60.90.2 (2.64) 469 0.80 2.4 (0.10) −20
hMeOp 60.4 (2.62) 473 61.21.7 (2.65) 467 0.72 0.8 (0.04) −6

a-Set
ASRAT-D217E 51.8 (2.25) 552 52.01.1 (2.25) 550 1.29 0.2 (0.01) −2
Arch1 50.3 (2.18) 568 50.51.2 (2.19) 567 1.23 0.1 (0.01) −1
Arch2 52.0 (2.25) 550 54.50.6 (2.36) 525 1.23 2.5 (0.11) −25
ChR2 60.8 (2.64) 470 79.92.3 (3.46) 358 0.70 19.1 (0.83) −112
ChR2-C128T 59.0 (2.56) 485 79.71.1 (3.45) 360 0.65 20.7 (0.90) −126
KR2-1 54.5 (2.36) 525 69.90.9 (3.03) 409 1.46 15.5 (0.67) −116
KR2-2d 54.5 (2.36) 525 69.60.7 (3.02) 411 1.41 14.9 (0.66) −114
NM-R3 55.3 (2.40) 517 56.10.1 (2.44) 509 1.01 0.8 (0.04) −8
ClR 55.3 (2.40) 517 55.20.2 (2.39) 518 1.05 −0.2 (−0.01) +1
SRII 57.5 (2.49) 497 58.00.9 (2.51) 493 1.11 0.5 (0.02) −4
SqbathoRh 53.9 (2.34) 530 55.50.2 (2.41) 515 1.08 1.6 (0.07) −15
AARh 56.3 (2.44) 508 59.00.8 (2.56) 485 0.79 2.7 (0.12) −23
BCone 66.5 (2.88) 430 67.80.1 (2.94) 430 0.63 1.3 (0.06) −8
GCone 53.4 (2.32) 535 55.01.3 (2.39) 519 0.90 1.6 (0.07) −16
RCone 49.7 (2.16) 575 58.61.6 (2.54) 486 0.78 8.8 (0.38) −87
mMeOp 61.2 (2.65) 467 62.50.2 (2.71) 457 0.76 1.3 (0.06) −10
PoXeRAT 50.3 (2.18) 568 50.50.5 (2.19) 566 1.48 0.2 (0.01) −2
PoXeR13C 52.1 (2.26) 549 54.40.2 (2.36) 525 1.07 2.2 (0.10) −24

Rh Mutants Set
Rh-A292S 58.2 (2.54) 491 58.70.3 (2.54) 487 0.86 0.5 (0.01) −1
Rh-A269T 55.6 (2.41) 514 56.10.6 (2.44) 510 0.91 0.5 (0.02) −4
Rh-E113D 56.1 (2.43) 510 55.40.4 (2.40) 516 0.91 −0.7 (−0.03) +6
Rh-E122Q 59.6 (2.58) 480 60.00.5 (2.60) 477 0.81 0.4 (0.02) −3
Rh-F261Y 56.1 (2.43) 510 56.20.8 (2.44) 509 0.86 0.1 (0.01) −1
Rh-G90S 58.4 (2.53) 489 56.80.7 (2.46) 503 0.90 −1.6 (−0.07) +14
Rh-T94S 57.9 (2.51) 494 58.00.7 (2.51) 493 0.86 0.1 (0.00) −1
Rh-T118A 59.1 (2.56) 484 59.70.4 (2.59) 479 0.86 0.6 (0.03) −5
Rh-W265Y 59.0 (2.57) 485 58.80.6 (2.55) 486 0.88 −0.2 (−0.02) +1
Rh-W265F 59.6 (2.58) 480 60.00.4 (2.60) 476 0.83 0.5 (0.02) −4
Rh-D83N-E122Q 60.2 (2.61) 475 61.10.6 (2.65) 468 0.76 0.9 (0.04) −7
Rh-A292S-A295S-A299C 59.1 (2.56) 484 58.60.7 (2.54) 488 0.86 −0.5 (−0.02) +4

ADmax 20.7 (0.89)
MAE ± MAD of ΔΔES1−S0Exp 3.0 ± 3.4 (0.13 ± 0.15)
MAE ± MAD of ∥Trend Dev.∥ 2.5 ± 1.2 (0.11 ± 0.05)

a-ARMcustomized

KR2-2(c) 54.5 (2.36) 525 55.90.4 (2.43) 511 0.91 1.5 (0.06) −14
BPR(c) 58.3 (2.53) 490 57.20.3 (2.48) 500 0.75 −1.1 (−0.05) 10
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Furthermore, in the case of 6EID structure, corresponding to
Channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2), two alternate locations exist for
the rPSB LYR: ALYR and BLYR, with occupancy numbers of
0.70 and 0.30, respectively. Therefore, the default model was
generated using the conformation ALYR. This choice is
consistent with the all-trans configuration of the rPSB presented
in the resting conformation of ChR2.70

In the following sections, when discussing the results of
ASRAT, ASR13C, and KR2, we will solely consider the models
ASRAT-1, ASR13C-2, and KR2-2, respectively.
We now discuss the performance of the fully automated

approach in predicting experimental λmax
a , expressed in terms of

ΔES1−S0 trends. As observed in Figure 5A, the general trend for
wild type and Rh mutants models is qualitatively reproduced,
mostly displaying blue-shifted absorption similar to the results of
the original ARM.20,52,54,55 Actually, as can be seen in Figure 5B,
30 out of the 39 studied rhodopsins (77%) exhibit blue-shifted
errors lower than 3 kcal mol−1, 6 (15%) higher than 5 kcal mol−1,
and only 3 (8%) present red-shifted values of just few (0.5−1.6)
kcal mol−1. More specifically, among the m-set, BPR and
ChRC1C2 shows deviation of 5.4 kcal mol−1 and 14.5 kcal mol−1,
respectively, which are larger than the more acceptable 3−4 kcal
mol−1 difference. Among the a-set, ChR2, ChR2-C128T, KR2,
and RCone are off the observed value, with deviations around 9
and 21 kcal mol−1.
The ability of a-ARMdefault models to predict rhodopsin

functions can be estimated by using the data in Table 2. The
analysis of these data reveals a mean absolute error (MAE) of 3.0
kcal mol−1, a mean absolute deviation (MAD) of 3.4 kcal mol−1,
and a maximum absolute deviation (ADmax) of 20.7 kcal mol−1.
Clearly, these large statistical values are due to the fact that
models created for BPR, ChR2, ChR2-C128T, KR2, and RCone
with default parameters are insufficient to provide an acceptable
description. For such cases, we employ the a-ARMcustomized
approach, as detailed in the next section.
3.2. a-ARMcustomized. We now employ the a-ARMcustomized

approach to generate improved models for the KR2, BPR,
ChRC1C2, ChR2, ChR2-C128T, and RCone outliers identified in
the previous section. Indeed, we show that it is possible to
construct a-ARM models (sections 3.2.1−3.2.5) yielding
ΔES1−S0 values in good agreement with the observed quantities
in all cases (see the orange squares and bars in Figure 5A,B,
respectively). Moreover, in section 3.2.6 we deepen the study of

bRAT, given its intrinsic importance and the debate surrounding
the protonation state of Asp-85 and Asp-212, linked to which of
the two residues constitutes the actual MC.87,116,117

3.2.1. KR2. Since the KR2 models generated using a-
ARMdefault (KR2-1 and KR2-2) are unable to reproduce the
experimental ΔES1−S0, we explored other possible protonation
states, although without changing the other default choices (e.g.,
the default rotamer choices AAsp-116 and BGln-157), as shown
in Figure 6A. The hypothesis we followed is that, in certain cases,
a-ARMdefault does not correctly assign the residue charge (i.e.,
through Steps 3 and 4). According to the default model, the
charge of the rPSB is stabilized by a counterion complex
comprising two aspartic acid residues, Asp-116 and Asp-251.
Based on distance analysis (see section 2.2.1) and the
experimental evidence,102,118 Asp-116 and Asp-251 are
identified as the MC and SC residues, respectively. The a-
ARMdefault approach suggests that, at the crystallographic pH 8.0,
both residues are deprotonated and therefore negatively
charged. However, this seems questionable as two negative
charges would outbalance the rPSB chromophore single positive
charge (see Figure 6A). We propose that Asp-251 could be,
instead, protonated (i.e., neutral). Accordingly, we generated a
new model (KR2-2(c)) with the same features of KR2-2 (i.e., the
default selected rotamers) but with a protonated Asp-251
residue. As observed in Figure 5 (orange square) and Table 2,
this model successfully reproduces the observed data. Thus,
KR2 indicates a possible limit of the default protocol for the
assignment of protonation states residue and shows how the a-
ARMcustomized approach may be used to explore different choices
based on chemical reasoning and/or experimental evidence, so
as to achieve a model with better agreement with experimental
data.
We used KR2 also for testing the performance of the rotamer

default assignment. As described in section 2.2.1, the assigned
rotamer is the one with the highest occupancy number. To test
this choice, we generated the models for all possible rotamers
(see Figure 6A and Table 3) reported in the crystallographic
data (keeping the ASH-251 customized choice). As reported in
Table 3, we found that both models generated using the rotamer
BAsp-116 with occupancy number 0.35 (KR2-3(c) for AGln-157
and KR2-4(c) for BGln-157) produce a ΔΔES1−S0 of ∼15 kcal
mol−1, whereas those with AAsp-116 with occupancy factor of
0.65 (KR2-1(c) for AGln-157 and KR2-2(c) for BGln-157)

Table 2. continued

experimental calculatedb error

model ΔES1−S0
Exp λmax

a,Exp ΔES1−S0 λmax
a fOsc ΔΔES1−S0

Exp Δλmax
a,Exp

RCone(c) 49.7 (2.16) 575 49.91.3 (2.16) 572 1.12 0.2 (0.01) −3
bRAT

(c) 50.3 (2.18) 568 50.70.3 (2.20) 564 1.43 0.3 (0.02) −4
bRAT

(c‑2) 50.3 (2.18) 568 50.40.5 (2.18) 567 1.37 0.1 (0.00) −1
ChRC1C2

(c) 62.4 (2.71) 458 63.80.8 (2.76) 449 0.88 1.3 (0.06) −9
ChR2(c) 60.8 (2.64) 470 63.31.2 (2.70) 459 0.77 1.4 (0.06) −11
ChR2-C128T(c) 59.0 (2.56) 485 59.20.3 (2.57) 483 0.95 0.3 (0.01) −2

ADmax
c 2.7 (0.12)

MAE ± MAD of ΔΔES1−S0Exp c 0.9 ± 0.7 (0.04 ± 0.03)
MAE ± MAD of ∥Trend Dev.∥c 0.7 ± 0.5 (0.03 ± 0.02)

aCalculated using the a-ARMdefault and the a-ARMcustomized approaches. Differences between calculated and experimental data (ΔΔES1−S0
Exp , Δλmax

a,Exp)
are also presented. bAverage value of 10 replicas, along with the corresponding standard deviation given as subindex. cFor BPR, bRAT, ChRC1C2,
ChR2, ChR2-C128T, RCone, and KR2-2 a-ARMcustomized are considered.

dASRAT-2, ASR13C-1, KR2-1, and bRAT
(c‑2) are excluded from the statistical

analysis.
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produce ΔΔES1−S0 of ∼2 kcal mol−1. As discussed above, the
choice of the Gln-157 rotamer, being relatively far from the
Schiff base, does not have a significant effect onΔES1−S0, but the
conformer BGln (corresponding to the KR2-2(c) model
discussed above) has a slightly smaller value and may be
selected as the KR2 representative rotamer.
3.2.2. BPR. Blue Proteorhodopsin has a structure (and a

function) close to that of bR.119 Whereas the a-ARMdefault
approach suggests to protonate both residues Glu-90 and Glu-
124, within the a-ARMcustomized approach (see Figure 6B), we
propose to keep the residue Glu-124 deprotonated and to
protonate only the residue Glu-90. This choice was based on the
protonation states found when imposing a pH of 7.4, as later
shown in section 3.4. As observed in Figure 5 (orange square)

and Table 2, such a choice has a favorable effect reducing the
ΔΔES1−S0 from 5.4 kcal mol−1 to −1.1 kcal mol−1.

3.2.3. ChRC1C2. Similar to the case of KR2 explained above, the
a-ARMdefault model for the Chimaera channelrhodopsin
ChRC1C2 suggests that at the crystallographic pH 6.0, both
MC and SC residues (Asp-292 and Glu-162) are deprotonated
and therefore negatively charged. At a first glance, this seems to
be the cause of its largely blue-shifted (14.5 kcal mol−1)
computed ΔES1−S0 value. This hypothesis is supported by the
fact that the default models for other microbial rhodopsins in the
benchmarking set provide accurate results when one of the
counterions is protonated (see Table S2 in the Supporting
Information). Since the protonation states in a-ARM are defined
by the pH choice, we compared the crystallographic pH values
for KR2 and ChRC1C2 (8.0 and 6.0, respectively) with those
corresponding to the other microbial rhodopsins in the
benchmarking set (i.e., ASR, bR, Arch1, SR-II). Remarkably,
the range of crystallographic pH of such rhodopsins is 5.2−5.6,
suggesting that one should calculate the charges for microbial
rhodopsins using a low pH. To test this hypothesis, we generated
an a-ARMcustomized model for ChRC1C2 at pH 5.2. As a result,
besides the protonated residues predicted in the default model
(see Table S2 in the Supporting Information), the SC Glu-162
as well as Glu-140 are protonated. This customized model
provides a decrease in theΔΔES1−S0 from 14.5 kcal mol−1 to 1.3
kcal mol−1, highlighting the importance of ensuring a proper
balance to the rPSB chromophore single positive charge.

Table 3. a-ARMcustomized Models for KR2 [PDB ID 3X3C]
Testing All the Possible Combinations of Rotamers for Both
Residues Asp-116 and Gln-157a

rotamers

model Asp-116 Gln-157 ΔES1−S0 (λmax
a )

ΔΔES1−S0Exp (Δλmax
a,Exp)

KR2-1(c) A (0.65) A (0.50) 56.9 (503) 2.4 (−22)
KR2-2(c)b A (0.65) B (0.50) 55.9 (511) 1.5 (−14)
KR2-3(c) B (0.35) A (0.50) 70.0 (408) 15.6 (−117)
KR2-4(c) B (0.35) B (0.50) 69.2 (413) 14.8 (−112)
aOccupancy factor in parentheses. ΔES1−S0 in kcal mol−1 and λmax

a in
nm. bBest model, presented in Figure 5 as orange square.

Table 4. Effect of the pH on the State of Ionizable Residues for the Rhodopsins of the m-Seta

modelb chain pH neutral residuesd ΔES1−S0e ΔΔES1−S0
Exp e,f

m-Set
ASRAT-1 A 5.6c D(198,217), E(36), H(8,69) 52.3 (2.27) 0.3 (0.01)
ASRAT-1

(c‑pH) A 7.4 E(36), H(8,69) 58.9 (2.46) 6.9 (0.29)
ASR13C-2 A 5.6c D(198,217), E(36), H(8,69) 54.2 (2.26) 1.0 (0.04)
ASR13C-2

(c‑pH) A 7.4 E(36), H(8−69) 59.2 (2.47) 6.0 (0.25)
bR13C A 5.2c D(85,96,115), E(194) 53.3 (2.22) 1.1 (0.05)
bR13C

(c‑pH) A 7.4 D(96), E(194) 63.2 (2.64) 11.0 (0.48)
bRAT A 5.6c D(85,96,115), E(194) 53.2 (2.30) 2.9 (0.13)
bRAT

(c‑pH) A 7.4 D(96), E(194) 64.2 (2.78) 13.9 (0.60)
bathoRh A 6.0c D(83), E(122,181,249), H(211) 56.2 (2.44) 2.2 (0.09)
bathoRh(c‑pH) A 7.4 D(83), E(122,181), H(211) 57.1 (2.48) 3.1 (0.13)
bathoRhc B 6.0c D(83), E(122,181), H(211) 54.0 (2.34) 0.0 (0.00)
bathoRh(c‑pH‑2) B 7.4 D(83), E(122,181), H(211) 54.0 (2.34) 0.0 (0.00)
BPR A 4.5c E(90,124) 63.7 (2.76) 5.4 (0.23)
BPR(c) A 7.4 E(90) 57.2 (2.48) −1.1 (−0.05)
BPR(c‑2) B 4.5c E(90,124) 63.7 (2.76) 5.4 (0.23)
BPR(c‑pH‑2) B 7.4 E(90) 57.0 (2.47) −1.3 (0.06)
Rh A 6.0c D(83), E(122,181), H(211) 57.7 (2.50) 0.3 (0.01)
Rh(c‑pH) A 7.4 D(83), E(122,181), H(211) 57.7 (2.50) 0.3 (0.01)
Rhc B 6.0c D(83), E(122,181), H(211) 55.8 (2.42) −1.6 (−0.07)
Rh(c‑pH‑2) B 7.4 D(83), E(122), H(211) 65.0 (2.82) 7.6 (0.33)
SqRh A 6.4c D(80), H(319) 60.9 (2.64) 2.4 (0.10)
SqRh(c‑pH) A 7.4 D(80), H(319) 60.9 (2.64) 2.4 (0.10)
SqRh(c) B 6.4c D(80), H(319) 59.4 (2.57) 0.9 (0.04)
SqRh(c‑pH‑2) B 7.4 D(80), H(319) 59.4 (2.57) 0.9 (0.04)
hMeOp A 6.4c D(50), H(288,279) 61.2 (2.65) 0.8 (0.03)
hMeOp(c‑pH) A 7.4 D(50), H(288,279) 61.2 (2.65) 0.8 (0.03)

aResidues with neutral charge at physiological (7.4) and experimental crystallographic pH. bCustomized models at physiological pH (c-pH).
cExperimental crystallographic pH. dOne letter code: Aspartic acid (D), Glutamic acid (E) and Histidine (H). eValues in kcal mol−1 and in eV in
parentheses. fExperimental ΔES1−S0

Exp values are reported in Table 2.
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3.2.4. ChR2 and ChR2-C128T. In the X-ray structures for
Channelrhodopsin-2 and its C128Tmutant, there is no available
information on their experimental crystallographic pH, and
therefore, the default model reverts to use the physiological pH
value of 7.4. In such default models, both MC and SC (Glu-123
and Asp-253) are deprotonated and therefore negatively
charged. As observed in Table 2 and Figure 5, these default
models present large deviations of 19.1 and 20.7 kcal mol−1,
respectively, with respect to experimental data. However, these
rhodopsins represent a good case for testing the above presented
hypothesis concerning the generation of customized models at
low pH. To this aim, we generated a-ARMcustomized models at pH
5.2 for ChR2 (6EID) and ChR2-C128T (6EIG), with a
protonated SC Asp-253, obtaining ΔΔES1−S0s of 1.4 and 0.3
kcal mol−1, respectively, which are in good agreement with
experimental values (see Figure 5).
3.2.5. RCone. Starting from the comparative model of the

human red cone generated using as a template the crystallo-
graphic structure of Rh (PDB ID 1U19),84 we generated a
default model (RCone) that displays a large deviation from the
experimental data, as opposed to the related green and blue cone
models. For this reason, we also built a customized model with
protonation states that better reproduce the observed ΔES1−S0
values. Specifically, considering that the pair Glu-83 and Glu-
110 are the two negatively charged residues closest to the rPSB
chromophore single positive charge and may play a role in its
stabilization (see Figure 6C), we switched their protonation
states, which in the default model are predicted to be protonated
and unprotonated, respectively. As documented in Figure 5
(orange square) and Table 2, the resulting customized model
(RCone(c)) produces a ΔES1−S0 value in good agreement with
the experimental data, decreasing the ΔΔES1−S0 from 8.8 to 0.2
kcal mol−1.
3.2.6. bRAT.The structure corresponding to bRAT, the all-trans

conformation of bacteriorhodopsin, has been recently structur-
ally elucidated at a resolution high enough to detect hydrogen
atoms (PDB ID 6G7H87). We used such a structure, after
removing all hydrogen atoms for consistency with the building
process, for generating the a-ARMmodel (see Figure 6D) at pH
5.6, as listed in Table 4. As observed in Figure 5 and Table 2, the
ΔΔES1−S0

Exp produced by the default model (bRAT) is smaller than
3.0 kcal mol−1, which is within the expected error range.
However, since the experimental evidence does not establish the
role of Asp-85 and Asp-212 as MC or SC,87,116,117 we propose a
customized model in which Asp-85 is assumed to be the MC
residue and it is therefore deprotonated, whereas Asp-212 is
protonated. Using this model (bRAT

(c)) we obtained results in even
better agreement with experimental data, showing aΔΔES1−S0

Exp of
0.3 kcal mol−1. Furthermore, considering the compelling
importance of having a high quality model for bR, we found
that the default cavity does not include the Asp-96, Asp-115, and
Glu-194 residues, which are crucial for the proton pump
function,87 and may therefore sensibly interact with the
surrounding and even the rPSB chromophore. When we include
these residues in a customized cavity (see Figure 6E), we get
ΔES1−S0 values in consistent agreement with experimental data,
showing aΔES1−S0 of 50.4 kcal mol−1 and aΔΔES1−S0

Exp of 0.1 kcal
mol−1 (bRAT

(c‑2) in Table 2). These results show that not only the
state of the ionizable residues (possibly the most relevant) but
also the definition of the chromophore cavity may affect the
quality of a-ARM models.
The results presented in sections 3.2.1, 3.2.3, and 3.2.4

provide a first clue to deal with the rational design of customized

models for microbial rhodopsins. In summary, for the models
with high crystallographic pH (≥6.0), in which bothMC and SC
are deprotonated, one can try producing new customized
models at lower pH (5.2). In case the SC is still deprotonated,
the next step sOkhould be to protonate it, to balance the charges
around the rPSB. Finally, considering that not always the MC is
the one closest to the rPSB as suggested by a-ARM, one can
attempt to identify the role of the MC and SC by switching the
pair predicted by a-ARM, as shown for the case of bR and
RCone in the benchmarking set.

3.3. Models Comparison. When we consider for KR2-2,
ChRC1C2, ChR2, ChR2-C128T, BPR, RCone, and bRAT
rhodopsins, the a-ARMcustomized ΔΔES1−S0

Exp values rather than
the corresponding a-ARMdefault values, our benchmark result
analysis yields a calculated MAE of 0.9 kcal mol−1, a MAD of 0.7
kcal mol−1, and an ADmax of 2.7 kcal mol−1 (see Table 2) and
thus show a substantial agreement with the experimental data.
Comparing the results for a subset constituted by the m-set

and Rh mutants (excluding E122Q, A269T, E113D, D83N-
E122Q, and A292S-A295S-A299C) with the corresponding
values reported by Melaccio et al.52 using the original ARM
protocol (gold circles in Figure 5), one sees an improvement in
the accuracy of the predicted trend (see Figure 5). In fact, the
agreement between computed and observed quantities for such
a subset is improved not only in terms of trend but also in terms
of individual errors. For instance, the MAE ± MAD for this
subset is reduced from 2.1± 0.8 kcal mol−1 (see values in Tables
1 and 2 of ref 52) to 0.9 ± 0.6 kcal mol−1 (see values in Table 2)
when using a-ARM with respect to using the original ARM.
Notice also that the X-ray structure-based and comparative
model-based a-ARM models show a similar quality.
With the aim of quantifying the parallelism between the

computed and experimental trends inΔES1−S0 and thus compare
the performance of the a-ARMdefault and a-ARMcustomized
approaches, we defined the trend deviation factor (∥Trend
Dev.∥). This ∥Trend Dev.∥ describes the ability of the a-ARM
models to predict the changes in ΔES1−S0 observed exper-
imentally from one rhodopsin to another, with respect to a
selected reference rhodopsin. For our benchmark set, we
selected Rh as the reference. To compute ∥Trend Dev.∥, we first
calculated the change in experimental ΔES1−S0 produced for
each of the x = 37 rhodopsins with respect to Rh, as the absolute
difference (δx,Exp

Rh,ExpΔES1−S0). Then, we performed a similar
procedure but this time considering the calculated ΔES1−S0 of
Rh as reference to be compared with the calculated value of the
other x = 37 rhodopsins (δx,Calc

Rh,CalcΔES1−S0). Once obtained
δx,Exp
Rh,ExpΔES1−S0 and δx,Calc

Rh,CalcΔES1−S0 for each rhodopsin, we
computed the difference between these two quantities and,
finally, the ∥Trend Dev.∥ value as the corresponding MAE and
MAD. Further information on the complete data for the
calculation is provided in Table S4 in the Supporting
Information.
The results of ∥Trend Dev.∥ for the 37 rhodopsins in the

benchmark set, expressed asMAE±MAD, are reported in Table
2. As observed, there is a significant improvement when we
consider the a-ARMcustomized values for KR2-2, ChRC1C2, ChR2,
ChR2-C128T, BPR, RCone, and bRAT instead of the a-
ARMdefault values. More specifically, ∥Trend Dev.∥ changed
from 1.3 ± 1.2 kcal mol−1 for the a-ARMdefault to 0.7 ± 0.5 kcal
mol−1 for the a-ARMcustomized approach. The latest data validates
the excellent agreement between our calculated and the available
experimental values.
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3.4. Effect of the Chain and pH onΔES1−S0. As previously
discussed by Melaccio et al.,52 and discussed above, when a
different ionization state is assigned to a chromophore cavity
residue, significant variations in the predictedΔES1−S0 have to be
expected. The KR2, ChRC1C2, ChR2, ChR2-C128T, BPR, bR,
and RCone cases indicate that the method used in a-ARMdefault
for predicting the state of the ionizable residues of rhodopsins
should be mainly used as a guideline. In fact, the change in
protonation state of specific residues also have a direct effect on
its global charge and, consequently, on the number of
counterions needed to neutralize its OS and IS surfaces which,
in turn, also affects the ΔES1−S0.
Another way of changing the ionization states of certain

residues in an a-ARMmodel is through a pH change. In this last
section, we document the effect of specific pH changes, namely,
from crystallographic to physiologic pH, which shows that, in
certain cases, the default choice of using the crystallization pH
may not lead to a satisfactory result. In fact, such change may
determine the change in the residues charge, as seen in eqs 3 and
4. To explore this potential issue, we look at the a-ARM model
change in protonation state induced by a pH variation for the
rhodopsins of the m-set. In particular, we selected two pH
values: physiological (7.4) and experimental (imposed during
crystallization) pH and compute the corresponding charges.
Concurrently, we show that the charge variation can also be a
function of the selected protein chain when the crystallographic
data includes more than one chain.
Table 4 reports the list of ionizable residues which are

calculated to be neutral for the m-set. Therefore, with the aim of
evaluating the effect of the pH on the predicted ΔES1−S0, we
generated a a-ARM model for each pH value, as specified in the
last column of Table 4 and detailed in Table S2 of the
Supporting Information. The table shows that the crystallization
pH of animal rhodopsins fall in the 6.0−6.4 range, whereas for
microbial rhodopsins fall in the 4.5−6.0 range. It can be seen that
in most of the table entries the pH change has an influence on
the calculated charges and therefore on the ionization state and,
ultimately, ΔES1−S0.
Inside the explored pH range, SqRh residues do not change

their protonation state, irrespective of the employed chain. The
difference in computed ΔES1−S0 between SqRh(A) and
SqRh(B) is, evidently, due to other factors. hMeOp is also
insensitive to the change in pH, while bathoRh and Rh have
different behaviors depending on the employed chain: bathoRh-
(B) and Rh(A) residues do not change protonation state when
varying pH, as opposed to bathoRh(A) and Rh(B). Conversely,
for BPR there is no significant variation onΔES1−S0 when chains
A and B are considered, and the same residues protonation state
change is found due to the pH.
Finally, it should be noted that for both bathoRh and SqRh we

found a better agreement of ΔES1−S0 with respect to
experimental data when chain B is considered. These results
are consistent with previous studies in which some authors
recommend the use of chain B in bathoRh120,121 and SqRh,122

because this is more compact than chain A and the retinal
included in chain B takes a closer form to the 11-cis-
conformation than the retinal included in chain A.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The possibility of automatically building QM/MM models of
rhodopsins rather than via user manipulation opens up new
perspectives in diverse fields, including the engineering of light-
responsive proteins. In fact, automation is an unavoidable

prerequisite for the production of sizable arrays (from hundreds
to thousands) of rhodopsin models and, therefore, for the design
of novel optogenetic tools through the in silico screening of
mutant rhodopsins or for following evolutionary steps along the
branches of a phylogenetic tree. However, to be useful,
automation has to be accompanied by other properties such as
speed in preparing the model building input and reproducibility
of the final model when different users operate. Furthermore, the
resulting models has to show a suitable accuracy in reproducing
property trends as well as transferability to rhodopsins of very
different sequence. In fact, one of the most appealing features of
a-ARM is that the generation of the input for the QM/MM
construction and ΔES0−S1 calculation is reduced from ∼3 h to
less than 5 min with respect to the original ARM protocol. This
time reduction is a consequence of the automation of points A−
D (see section 2.2), for which the user does not need to directly
manipulate text files or visualize chemical structures anymore.
Above we have introduced and benchmarked a-ARM, a

protocol designed to automatically build QM/MM models
using a multiconfigurational QM level suitable for electronically
excited state computations, including spectroscopy and photo-
chemical reactivity. With respect to the previous semiautomatic
version, a-ARM features an automated assignment of the
residues defining the chromophore cavity, including the
chromophore linker and counterions, of the state of ionizable
residues and, finally, the unambiguous placement of cytoplasmic
and extracellular counterions. These steps ensure automation,
speed in input preparation for theQM/MMmodel building, and
reproducibility.
While, presently, the benchmarking of a-ARM has been

limited to a relatively small set of rhodopsins and to a single
property (i.e., λmax

a ), our study has revealed that (1) when used in
a fully automated mode (a-ARMdefault) the protocol has a
relatively high rate of success in predicting/simulating the trend
in vertical excitation energies obtained from the corresponding
λmax
a values, (2) the automatically constructed models which do
not follow the trend can be analyzed and improved using a
semiautomatic version of the protocol (a-ARMdefault) to modify
parameters such as the ionization states of specific residues, and
(3) the trend seems to hold not only for homologous proteins
(likemutants) but also for distant rhodopsins displaying severely
different sequences and even chromophore isomers. These
results indicate useful levels of accuracy and transferability.
In spite of the encouraging outcome of our studies, additional

work has to be done for moving to a systematic applications of a-
ARM to the production of sizable rhodopsin arrays. More
specifically, since rhodopsin structural data are rarely available, it
would be important to investigate the possibility of building,
automatically, the corresponding comparative models. With
such an additional tool one could achieve a protocol capable of
producing QM/MM models starting directly from the
constantly growing repositories of rhodopsin amino acid
sequences. This target is currently pursued in our lab.
Finally, we have to stress that the structure of the a-ARM tool

discussed in this manuscript could, in principle, be replicated for
other biologically or technologically important photoresponsive
proteins (e.g., the natural photoactive yellow proteins or the
synthetic rhodopsin mimics). Therefore, our research effort can
also be considered a first step toward a more general
photobiological tool applicable outside the rhodopsin area.
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ABSTRACT: This article introduces Web-ARM, a specialized tool, online available, designed to build quantum mechanical/
molecular mechanical models of rhodopsins, a widely spread family of light-responsive proteins. Web-ARM allows the rapidly
building of models of rhodopsins with a documented quality and the prediction of trends in UV−vis absorption maximum
wavelengths, based on their excitation energies computed at the CASPT2//CASSCF/Amber level of theory. Web-ARM builds upon
the recently reported, python-based a-ARM protocol [J. Chem. Theory Comput., 2019, 15, 3134−3152] and, as such, necessitates
only a crystallographic structure or a comparative model in PDB format and a very basic knowledge of the studied rhodopsin system.
The user-friendly web interface uses such input to generate congruous, gas-phase models of rhodopsins and, if requested, their
mutants. We present two possible applications of Web-ARM, which showcase how the interface can be employed to assist both
research and educational activities in fields at the interface between chemistry and biology. The first application shows how, through
Web-ARM, research projects (e.g., rhodopsin and rhodopsin mutant screening) can be carried out in significantly less time with
respect to using the required computational photochemistry tools via a command line. The second application documents the use of
Web-ARM in a real-life educational/training activity, through a hands-on experience illustrating the concepts of rhodopsin color
tuning.

1. INTRODUCTION

Rhodopsin proteins (from now on simply called rhodopsins)
constitute a group of trans-membrane, light-responsive
proteins widely distributed among animals and microorgan-
isms.1,2 The photoexcitation of the retinal protonated Schiff
base chromophore of rhodopsins triggers various biological
functions, such as vision in vertebrates and invertebrates and
ion-pumping, ion-gating, and light-sensing in unicellular algae,
archaea, and eubacteria.3 In recent years, it has been shown
that basic hybrid quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical
(QM/MM) models, based on an ab initio multiconfigurational
QM treatment, are capable of reproducing both spectroscopic
and photochemical properties of rhodopsins4,5 and their
mutants6 with semiquantitative accuracy (e.g., with a few
kcal mol−1/1−2 tenths of eV error in vertical excitation energy
prediction). Such a body of results, provided the motivation for
the development of an automatic rhodopsin modeling (ARM)

protocol,7 namely, an automated protocol for the fast and
congruous construction of standardized gas-phase QM/MM
models of rhodopsin-like proteins. The sought after aim was to
facilitate the systematic studies of large sets of rhodopsins as
demanded, for instance, by chemists and biologists involved in
evolutionary and protein engineering studies. Indeed, ARM
models have already been successfully applied to the study of
spectroscopic properties of various rhodopsins.7−10

The first version of ARM7 was, essentially, a Bash shell
script, interfacing a set of publicly available programs, which
took as input either a crystallographic structure or a previously
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generated comparative model in PDB format. The quality of
ARM models (i.e., the QM/MM models generated with ARM)
was validated by computing, semiautomatically (as few user-
dependent manipulation steps were required) the absorption
vertical excitation energy (ΔES1−S0) for a set of more than 30
phylogenetically distant rhodopsins whose “experimental”
ΔES1−S0, assumed to equal the energy associated with the
wavelength (λmax

a ) corresponding to the maximum of the
absorption band, were reproduced with a maximum error of
3.0 kcal mol−1 (0.13 eV).7−10

Recently, some of the authors have reported on an updated,
python-based version of the ARM protocol, called a-ARM,11

capable of automatically, rather than semiautomatically,
generating rhodopsin QM/MM models. In fact, a-ARM
incorporates the original ARM protocol but automates a
number of its, otherwise user-dependent, construction steps
such as the definition of the retinal chromophore cavity, the
assignment of the protonation states of the ionizable residues,
the neutralization of the rhodopsin protein with external
counterions, and finally the generation of single or multiple
mutations. The a-ARM protocol, employing default parame-

ters, proved to be capable of reproducing the ΔES1−S0 values
for 77% (30/39) of the rhodopsins in the benchmark set,
which included both wild type and mutant rhodopsins, within
the previously mentioned error. However, a-ARM still remains
a command line code directed to users familiar with the Linux
environment since (i) it has no user-friendly interface and (ii)
its setup requires the installation of several computational
packages in one’s own local computational facility. These
points can significantly slow down or make cumbersome the
construction and application of a-ARM models, except perhaps
for researchers familiar with file manipulation and access to an
information technology service and with a computational
chemist background. Thus, a user-friendly interface to a-ARM
would provide access to a fast and automated construction and
analysis of rhodopsin QM/MM models to an interdisciplinary
community.
Following the general interest in accessing complex

computational chemistry tools through the web,12−25 here
we report on the design, implementation, and testing of Web-
ARM, a web-accessible interface (web-arm.org) built upon a-
ARM and intended as a user-friendly and fast (with respect to

Figure 1. Web-ARM interface home page.
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the command-line version) builder of congruous and
reproducible gas-phase QM/MM models (i.e., a-ARM models,
see also section S1 in the Supporting Information for a
description of the term gas-phase) of rhodopsins. Briefly, such
gas-phase model refer to a globally uncharged trans-membrane

protein where external Cl− and/or Na+ counterions are
properly placed in both the intracellular (IS) and extracellular
(OS) protein surfaces to approximately mimic the effect of the
water-solvation on the internal chromophore. We recommend
Web-ARM users to familiarize with previous literature7,11 on a-

Figure 2. Overview of the web interface. The four different phases are highlighted in different colors.
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ARM, and QM/MM-based models generation in general, prior
to the use of the interface.
Web-ARM avoids portability issues, since the whole software

resides on a remote machine, and thus there is no need for the
user to install anything other than a standard, up-to-date, web
browser. In practice, a Web-ARM user will be able to generate
(with limitations, see later), a set of a-ARM models whose
building steps are taken care of on the server side by a cron-
daemon and leveraging a dedicated computational facility.
Finally, Web-ARM is capable of performing “job-farming” of a-
ARM model construction (i.e., the parallel and independent
constructions of many ARM models) ultimately predicting
trends in structural and spectroscopic properties of rhodopsins
in a, substantially, high-throughput manner.
In sections 2.1.1−2.1.4, we provide a detailed description of

the Web-ARM availability and “architecture” including the
input preparation for the QM/MM model building, sequence
mutation, the actual QM/MM model building and, finally,
monitoring. In sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 we give an introduction
to two rhodopsins employed in our own benchmark studies.
In section 3.1 we benchmark Web-ARM at the research

level, by simulating the search for microbial rhodopsin mutants
displaying a blue-shifted absorption with respect to the wild-
type (WT). In section 3.2 we, instead, present an application of
Web-ARM in an undergraduate educational research activity,
actually carried out in our laboratory by two of the authors.
Here the students focused on a different microbial rhodopsin
to investigate the color-tuning effect of a larger set of single
mutations and, through the inspection of the results, learn
about some of the basic principles of color modulation in
rhodopsins.

2. METHODS
2.1. Design and Implementation of Web-ARM. The

Web-ARM interface is available at the address web-arm.org
(Figure 1). Web-ARM is written in Python 3 and makes use of
the following software packages: PROPKA 3.1,26 SCWRL4,27

Modeller,28 fpocket,29 vmd,30 and pdb2pqr.12,31 At the home
page level (Figure 1), Web-ARM allows the user to perform
four actions, each corresponding to the four phases described
in subsections 2.1.1−2.1.4. Figure 2 depicts the parts of each
phase and how such parts are interconnected. Registered users
are allowed to build as many concurrent models as they wish
(default 10, see later). However, given the current limited
resources, guest users are presently allowed to build only one
a-ASR model at a time on the developer’s dedicated resources.
More specifically, as described in the following sections, one
single QM/MM model is enough to perform basic analysis
useful, for instance, to complement an educational project.
Moreover, a dedicated guest user can still construct the same
model multiple times providing a set of different (i.e.,
uncorrelated) models which can then be employed to achieve
statistically more robust results in terms, for instance, of
structure and ΔES1−S0 values. A tutorial, along with working
examples, is available as Supporting Information and can also
be downloaded from the interface itself. The tutorial also
reports on possible errors or issues in the execution of the
interface and how to solve them.
2.1.1. Preparation. Phase 1 (Figure 2, left column) is based

on the a-ARM protocol,11 and includes the sequential actions/
steps a−h. (a) The interface requests a file containing a
rhodopsin structure, which has to be uploaded by the user in
pdb format or downloaded from the RCSB database32 by

issuing the corresponding pdb ID (see section S2 in the
Supporting Information for further details on the capabilities of
the interface in handling pdb files). (b) If the pdb file contains
more than one chain, the interface asks the user to choose
which chain to use. (c) If the provided crystal structure
contains various rotamers for one or more residues, the user is
requested to choose the rotamer to be used (the relative
occupancy factor of each rotamer is displayed). (d) While
Web-ARM recognizes automatically the lysine residue linked
to the chromophore, the interface asks the user to select the
main counterion (MC) among the two negative residues
closest to the linker, or any residue. (e) If available, Web-ARM
suggests the user to employ the crystallographic pH as default
value to compute residues charges. The physiological pH of 7.4
is suggested if no crystallographic value is present, but users
can impose a different pH value. (f) The interface uses
PROPKA to retrieve the pKa and buried percentage values of
all ionizable residues and, based on such values and the
selected pH, determine the protonation state for each residue.
Again, the user has the possibility to overwrite such choice
(e.g., when experimental data points to a different choice). On
the one hand, as explained in ref 11, the a-ARM method, being
based on the PropKa method, features a certain percentage of
failure in predicting the protonation state of ionizable residues.
We refer the reader to section 2.2.3 of ref 11 for a complete
discussion on how to, in case, choose a different protonation
state. On the other hand, notice that a-ARM generated QM/
MM models have already been used as initial guess for
subsequent sophisticated modeling, exploring rhodopsin
protein protonation states.33 Such application demonstrates
the potential use of our interface for preparing, for instance,
pH-constant dynamics calculations. (g) The interface decides
number, relative position (extracellular or intracellular), and
coordinates (executing PUTION)7 of the counterions
necessary to neutralize the model.11 (h) The interface employs
the program fpocket to locate the residues forming the cavity
around the retinal chromophore. This step is skipped in case
the structure has been created as part of a mutants set (phase
2d). (i) The phase 1 output is an input file for the generation
of an a-ASR model (in pdb format) and a cavity file, which lists
the cavity residues. The user can save these files, together with
the log file of all phase 1 activities and a structure file in
PyMol34 format useful for visually inspecting the output.
Figure 3 was produced using such PyMol-formatted file. The
input and cavity files can be transferred directly to phase 2b or
3b, to set up mutations or submit the calculation that generates
the corresponding a-ARM model, respectively.

2.1.2. Mutation. Phase 2 (Figure 2, right column, top) is
optional, but we expect it to be frequently used. It includes the
sequential steps a−d. (a) If the user has previously prepared
input and cavity files (see above), it is possible to upload them
here. (b) The user has the possibility to insert single, double,
or triple mutations repeatedly, which will, ultimately, allow for
the preparation of an entire set of mutants (arguably, the major
strengths of the interface). The mutant structures are
generated using SCRWL4, which requires a sequence file
(.pir file, created with Modeller) for specifying the new
sequence, as described in section 2.2.5 of the work of Pedraza-
Gonzaĺez et al.11 (c) The original input and cavity files can be
automatically transferred to phase 3b and associated with the
a-ASR model of the WT protein. (d) Each generated mutant
can be transferred to phase 1d (and later skipping phase 1h).
Transferring from either phase 2c or 2d opens a new browser
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page, where the user can perform the necessary tasks on each
model, WT, or mutant.
As mentioned in phase 2b, the Web-ARM interface manages

mutations through the a-ARM protocol.11 Accordingly, the
interface assumes to start from a WT rhodopsin, selects the
residues of the cavity, and performs mutations exclusively on
the chromophore cavity residues (the user should ensure that
the residues to be replaced are part of the computed cavity).
Otherwise, it is also possible to simply download the pdb file
generated by phase 2 and upload it directly in phase 1a.
Model consistency between the WT and mutants is

unavoidable when comparing the members of a set of mutants.
Therefore, the workflow must ensure that the WT and mutant
structures share the same rotamers (if present in the original
pdb file; see phase 1c) and the same number and type of cavity
residues. However, due to the possibility that different mutants
include, due to a change in pKa value determined by a-ARM,
the same ionizable residue in different ionization states, phases
1f and 1g have to be repeated for each mutant, so as to
recompute the appropriate number of counterions and their
locations. Finally, while the interface is capable of retrieving the
crystallization pH from a pdb file from the RCSB data bank,
such information is lost for subsequent calculations. The user
should ensure the consistent use of the same pH value for WT
and all mutants.

Notice that the SCWRL4 software is used just to provide, in
the preparation phase, an initial geometry for the side-chain of
the mutated residue. As presented below in section 2.1.3,
during the calculations phase, the geometry of the new
modeled side-chain as well as the side-chain of its neighbor
amino acids (belonging to the chromophore cavity) are
readjusted during the molecular dynamics phase. Therefore,
possible conformational changes in the residues of the
chromophore cavity as well as in the rPSB, due to steric/
electrostatic effects induced by their interaction with the
mutated residue, are considered. For these reasons, we stress
that under the philosophy of a-ARM only mutations of
residues that belong to the chromophore cavity subsystem are
allowed.

2.1.3. Calculation. Phase 3 (Figure 2, right column, middle)
performs the actual calculation. After input preparation (phase
1), the Web-ARM interface performs automatically all steps
necessary to construct a relaxed QM/MM model (i.e., the final
a-ARM model) by using the a-ARM protocol. As mentioned
above and detailed in the work of Melaccio et al.,7 such a
protocol is made of Bash shell scripts performing a series of file
format manipulations, followed by calculations with different
software packages. Web-ARM is able to run all the scripts
autonomously through steps a−f, thus decreasing the user’s
workload and increase productivity. (a) If the user has
previously prepared a a-ARM input and cavity files in phase
1, it is possible to upload them in this phase. (b) The user is
asked to provide a valid email address, which will be used to
recognize registered users (see section 2.1). Once the
calculation is completed, the user will be alerted through
email (please note, this feature is still not active at the time of
writing). (c) Following the a-ARM protocol, the users choose
the type of retinal (all-trans with charge +1, 11-cis with charge
+1, 13-cis with charge +1, all-trans with charge 0) embedded in
the prepared rhodopsin guess structure. (d) The interface then
asks the user to accept the default a-ARM parameters (Table
S1) and go to phase 3f or (e) provide a set of personalized
parameters. (f) Finally, the interface presents one or more
available queues where it is possible to submit the calculation.
Then, it confirms the job submission and provides a unique job
ID, to be used in phase 4a.
Web-ARM takes care of all a-ARM manipulations/

computations through a Python 3 based driver residing on
the offered computational resource. To achieve that, the
interface creates, after the parameters set in phases 3d or 3e, a
blueprint of commands to feed the protocol. Briefly, each QM/
MM model building comprises 1 or more (default 10) MM-
based molecular dynamics (MD) calculations performed using
Gromacs 4.5.4,35 followed by a QM/MM ground state
geometry optimization at the CASSCF(12,12)/6-31G*/
AMBER level of theory36−38 ultimately yielding 10 different
QM/MM models of the same protein. Then finally, the 10
corresponding ΔES1−S0 values are computed at the 3-states
state-average CASPT2(12,12) level of theory.39,40 Suitable
level shiftings are employed during the CASSCF and CASPT2
calculations, so as to minimize the possibility of convergence
failure via state mixing and intruder state problems.7 If
required, a single representative QM/MM equilibrium
structure is also provided as the structure whose excitation
energy is closest to the average of the 10 computed excitation
energies. All QM/MM calculations are performed using
coupled Molcas 8.141 and Tinker 6.3 packages.42

Figure 3. General scheme of an a-ARM input generated by Web-
ARM for bacteriorhodopsin. The structure is composed of (1) main
chain (cyan cartoon), (2) chromophore rPSB (green ball-and-sticks),
(3) Lys side-chain covalently linked to the chromophore (blue ball-
and-sticks), (4) main counterion MC (cyan tubes), (5) protonated
residues (violet tubes), (6) external Cl− (green balls) counterions, (7)
water molecules (red balls), and the (8) residues of the chromophore
cavity subsystem (red frames). Parts 1 and 6 form the environment
subsystem. Parts 2 and 3 form the Lys-QM subsystem which includes
the H-link atom located along the only bond connecting blue and
green atoms. Parts 4 and 8 form the cavity subsystem. The water
molecules (part 7) may be part of the environment or cavity
subsystems. The external charged residues are shown in frame
representation. A brief description of the importance and use of each
subsystem can be found in section 1 of the Supporting Information.
(inset) Highlight of the cavity residues, with the target residues
around the chromophore chosen for single mutants (Table 1)
presented as yellow tubes. This figure was prepared using the PyMol-
formatted34 output file of the interface (phase 1i, section 2.1.1).
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2.1.4. Status Check. Phase 4 (Figure 2, right column,
bottom) includes the checking for completion of the a-ARM
calculation and the subsequent retrieval of the results. (a) In
this phase the user should provide the job ID obtained in phase
3f, which will prompt the interface to show the calculation
status. (b) In case a job is still running, the user is informed on
the advancement of each calculations associated with each MD
run. (c) If instead the job is done, a final report is displayed
and a .tgz file, containing the relevant results and the output
files, is made available for downloading.
Calculations submitted through Web-ARM are expected to

be finished in 1−1.5 days, depending on the number of jobs
already present in the queue and the number of jobs submitted

through the interface itself. Users are encouraged to transfer, at
the earliest possible, results of interest in a personal storage
unit, for further study. No Web-ARM produced data is
indefinitely retained on our facility, other than the results of all
calculations here presented, which will be kept always available.
The corresponding job IDs can be found in Tables S3, S4, and
S5 in the Supporting Information and assessed through Phase
4a at any time.

2.2. Model Systems. To illustrate the capabilities of Web-
ARM, we present two applications involving bacteriorhodopsin
(bRAT, an Archea proton-pumping rhodopsin) and Anabaena
sensory rhodopsin (ASRAT, an eubacterial photochromic
rhodopsin). The first, which is research oriented, focuses on

Table 1. Experimental and Computed First Vertical Excitation Energies for Studied Bacteriorhodopsin Wild Type (bRAT-WT)
and Mutant Models

experimental N = 10 WARMa

ΔES0−S1b ΔES0−S1
c fOsc ΔΔES1−S0

exp d

code (nm) (kcal mol−1) (eV) (nm)e (kcal mol−1) (eV) (kcal mol−1)

bRAT-WT 5681 50.3 2.18 564 50.7 (0.32) 2.20 1.43 +0.4
bR Mutants

bRAT-Y185F 56645 50.5 2.19 547 52.3 (1.19) 2.27 1.28 +1.8
bRAT-P186A 56546 50.6 2.19 557 51.3 (1.18) 2.23 1.41 +0.7
bRAT-M145F 55847 51.2 2.22 537 53.2 (0.36) 2.31 1.29 +1.9
bRAT-T90A 54848 52.2 2.26 546 52.3 (0.49) 2.27 1.34 +0.1
bRAT-L93T 54049 52.9 2.29 534 53.5 (0.76) 2.32 1.28 +0.6

aNumber of parallel dynamics repetitions. bExperimental excitation energy. cAverage computed excitation energy. Standard deviation in
parentheses. dTo be compared with the experimental value.

Table 2. Computed First Vertical Excitation Energies for Anabaena Sensory Rhodopsin Wild Type (ASRAT-WT) and Mutants
Modelsa

N = 10 WARMb N = 1 WARMb

ΔES0−S1
c ΔES0−S1

d f Osc ΔΔES1−S0WT e

code (nm)f (kcal mol−1) (eV) (nm)f (kcal mol−1) (eV) (kcal mol−1)

ASRAT-WT 547 52.3 (0.3) 2.27 1.30
ANJ Set

ASRAT-I113V 533 53.6 2.33 543 52.6 (1.2) 2.28 1.3 +0.3
ASRAT-F139L 537 53.2 2.31
ASRAT-F139V 538 53.1 2.30
ASRAT-C203S 538 53.1 2.30
ASRAT-C203A 539 53.0 2.30
ASRAT-Y11A 542 52.7 2.29
ASRAT-C134S 543 52.6 2.28
ASRAT-L83V 545 52.5 2.27
ASRAT-P206Q 547 52.2 2.26
ASRAT-A119V 548 52.1 2.26 551 51.9 (0.6) 2.25 1.4 −0.4

TDR Set
ASRAT-L83N 532 53.7 2.33 542 52.8 (1.8) 2.29 1.28 +0.5
ASRAT-Y11V 533 53.6 2.33
ASRAT-L83A 537 53.2 2.31
ASRAT-C137A 544 52.5 2.30
ASRAT-P206G 544 52.5 2.28
ASRAT-C134A 545 52.4 2.27
ASRAT-A119L 545 52.4 2.27
ASRAT-P180V 549 52.0 2.26
ASRAT-C137S 550 51.9 2.25
ASRAT-C203V 572 49.9 2.17 553 51.7 (1.2) 2.24 1.32 −0.6

aThe mutants are ordered, inside each set, from shortest to longest computed absorption λmax
a . bNumber of parallel molecular dynamics repetitions.

cComputed excitation energy. dAverage computed excitation energy. Standard deviation in parentheses. eComputed excitation energy difference
mutant minus WT. Only values for N = 10 are reported. fTo be compared with the experimental absorption maxima λmax

a .
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the use of the interface as a tool for the prediction of
absorption data (sections 2.2.1 and 3.1), whereas the second
uses the interface in a training activity focusing on the
relationship between structure and spectroscopy in rhodopsins
and in proteins in general (sections 2.2.2 and 3.2). In the
present section we describe the building of the bRAT and
ASRAT WT structures (bRAT-WT and ASRAT-WT respectively)
also performed with Web-ARM.
2.2.1. Bacteriorhodopsin Model. As also detailed in the

tutorial found in the Supporting Information (the tutorial is
based on the calculations revised in the present section), the a-
ARM model for bRAT-WT was generated with the interface,
employing the most recent crystallographic structure (PDB ID
6G7H)43 as a template. The parameters employed for the
generation of the model were: (i) an all-trans retinal
chromophore, (ii) the chain A for modeling the protein
environment, which was oriented by aligning the principal axis
of helix VI in the direction of the z-axis, (iii) the default 23
chromophore cavity residues defined based on Voronoi
tessellation and alpha spheres theory, and including the Lys-
216 residue covalently linked to the chromophore, plus the
Asp-85 main (MC) and Asp-212 secondary (SC) counterion
residues, (iv) rotamers AAsp-104, ALeu-109, and ALeu-15
with occupancy numbers of 0.80, 0.54, and 0.57, respectively,
(v) protonation states predicted at crystallographic pH 5.6 as
neutral, for the ionizable residues Asp(96, 115, 212) and
Glu(194), and finally, (vi) with the inclusion of 1 Cl− inner
(IS) and 1 Cl− outer (OS) counterions (see Table S2), with
positions optimized with respect to an electrostatic potential
grid constructed around each charged target residue (see
Figure 3 for an exemplification of such subsystems division).11

The obtained wild type a-ARM input for bRAT-WT was then
transferred to phase 2b (see section 2.1.2) to prepare five
single-point mutants (as reported in Table 1) of residues
belonging to the chromophore cavity, following the same
procedure as for the wild type.
2.2.2. Anabaena Sensory Rhodopsin Model. ASRAT-WT

was constructed by two undergraduate students (A.N.J. and
T.D.R.) under the supervision of X.Y. and then used in the
generation and analysis of the protein mutants. The building
followed the same procedure described for bRAT, but using as
template the 1XIO44 crystallographic structure. In addition, in
this case was necessary to generate a customized cavity in order
to include five residues of potential interest to the study of
color tuning. Accordingly, the parameters employed for the
generation of this model were (i) an all-trans retinal
chromophore found as a B conformer, previously indicated
as ASRAT-1 in ref 11, (ii) the unique chain A for the
environment protein, (iii) a chromophore cavity customized
by adding the residues Tyr-11, Cys-134, Cys-137, Cys-203, and
Pro-206 to the list of 23 default residues found by fpocket and
including the Lys-210 residue covalently linked to the
chromophore plus the Asp-75 MC residue, (iv) conformer
ALys-310 with occupancy number 0.50 (see section 3.1 in ref
11), (v) protonation states predicted at crystallographic pH 5.6
as neutral for the ionizable residues Asp(198, 217), Glu(36),
and His(8), and finally, (vi) the inclusion of 7 Cl− inner (IS)
and 1 Na+ outer (OS) counterions (see Table S2).
Based on such wild type model and through Web-ARM

(Phase 2, section 2.1.2), A.N.J. and T.D.R. generated and
analyzed two sets of 10 ASR mutants each (ANJ Set and TDR
Set) respectively, for a total of 20 mutants as reported in Table
2.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As anticipated above we demonstrate the Web-ARM
capabilities by reporting on two different applications. First
(section 3.1), we show how Web-ARM can assist a researcher
in the computational screening of rhodopsin mutants.
Accordingly, Web-ARM is used to generate a set of five
mutant models of bRAT and compute the corresponding
ΔES1−S0 trend which is then validated by comparison with the
experimental trend. The “target” is to discover mutations
capable to shift the absorption maximum to the blue. Second
(section 3.2), we test Web-ARM as a tool for education/
training of nonexpert computational chemists. Accordingly, we
asked two students to build and analyze 20 QM/MM mutant
models and describe and analyze the relationship between the
type of replacement (location with respect to the retinal
chromophore and change in the side chain charges) and the
ΔES1−S0 variation in ASRAT. In this way, the trainee shall begin
to comprehend the mechanism of color-tuning at the
molecular level. This could eventually be integrated by
briefings providing information on different color-tuning
mechanisms, which can then be verified through Web-ARM.
We encourage the curious reader to employ Web-ARM to
explore possible color-tuning mechanisms, by, e.g., introducing
mutations, as shown here.

3.1. Web-ARM as a Research Tool. As detailed below we
use the interface to predict the maximum absorption
wavelengths (λmax

a ) of wild type bRAT (bRAT-WT), along with
that of five mutants. See Table 1. Through this small
benchmark set we intend to illustrate the capabilities of the
interface itself to provide absorption data which result in
reasonable agreement with experimental trends. The bRAT-WT
model is produced following the description of section 3.2.6 of
the work of Pedraza-Gonzaĺez et al.,11 with regard to the
choice of main counterion and, correspondingly, protonation
of ionizable residues, as also detailed above in section 2.2.1.
The bRAT-WT model was then transferred to phase 2b (section
2.1.2), to introduce the selected single point mutations, each
then transferred to phase 1b (section 2.1.1). Finally, the
generated models were transferred to phase 3b (section 2.1.3),
and the obtained results are shown in the right columns of
Table 1 and in Figure 4. We now analyze the obtained results.
First, we evaluated the quality of the bRAT-WT QM/MM
model in terms of ΔES1−S0. As shown in Table 1, the result is in
line with that previously reported7,11 when considering the
documented blue-shift error of +3.0 kcal mol−1 (0.13 eV). It is
also in line with experimental data (the observed absorption
wavelengths of bRAT and five of its mutants are given in the left
columns of Table 1).
The small blue shift deviation of the calculated ΔES1−S0 with

respect to the experimental value suggests that the generated
QM/MM models are suitable for the screening of bRAT
mutants. Therefore, from now on, we consider the calculated
ΔES1−S0 of 50.7 kcal mol−1 (2.20 eV) as a baseline for
analyzing the hypsochromic effect induced for each of the 5
selected point mutations. For each mutation, the differences
between the calculated ΔES1−S0 and its corresponding
experimental value is reported in the left most column of
Table 1. All mutants are blue-shifted with respect to bRAT-WT
and feature a difference with respect to experimental data in
the 0.1−1.9 kcal mol−1 (0.01−0.08 eV) range. Considering the
linear regression line, we can conclude that both WT and
mutants are blue-shifted of no more than 3.0 kcal mol−1 (0.13
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eV) with respect to the experimental data, as previously
reported (less than 3.0 kcal mol−1 error was found for ca. 77%
of cases using large sets of rhodopsins and their variants).7,11

Among the set, the two mutants with larger deviation
between computed and experimental absorption energies are
bRAT-Y185F and bRAT-M145F, that are two mutants where the
mutated residue has a large side chain. We could attribute the

larger deviation to a nonoptimal conformation of the mutated
residue, with respect to the original residue bRAT-WT, possibly
due to the basic manipulation used for the construction of the
mutant model. In fact, every mutation is generated based on a
conformational search algorithm (as implemented in
SCWRL4),27 followed by the choice of the conformer with
highest score. There is no certainty that such conformer is the
most stable for the given protein. In order, to test the
robustness of Web-ARM mutant modeling, without using any
manual intervention and/or visual inspection, we recomputed
the two aforementioned mutants, doubling the time allocated
for the MD simulations in phase 3e, with respect to the default
values of Table S1. Table S3 shows that, indeed, longer MD
timings have an effect on the obtained results. However, only a
small improvement on the excitation energy of bRAT-M145F,
and a reduction of the standard deviation for bRAT-Y185F were
found. While these results confirm the possibility that the
obtained mutant structures could be improved, the MD default
timings (Table S1) still represent a more than valid
compromise, as previously noticed.7 Thus, the results reveal
that a method more effective than the a-ARM default one is
necessary to improve the prediction of the residue con-
formation. One strategy has been recently proposed as the
ARM+ASEC algorithm.50 Future versions of the interface will
include the possibility to perform also such kind of
calculations, or in general improve on the mutants generation
algorithm.

3.2. Web-ARM as a Training/Educational Tool. Here
we present the work performed by two undergraduate
coauthors who employed Web-ARM to generate two separate
sets of ASRAT mutants. The mutants were generated starting
from the ASRAT-WT model (also produced with the interface,
see section 2.2.2) that reproduces the available experimental
absorption data (550 nm, 52.0 kcal mol−1, 2.25 eV),44 with a
ΔΔES1−S0

exp of just +0.4 kcal mol−1 (0.02 eV). Each set was
assigned to a student who had only a basic knowledge of the
rhodopsin structure and of the QM/MM technology. The
following two sets, made by 10 mutants each, are named the
ANJ and TDR sets after the students. The scope was to
simulate a search for ASR variants showing red- or blue-shifted

Figure 4. Bacteriorhodopsin wild type (WT) and mutants computed
first vertical excitation energies (y-axis) versus experimental data (x-
axis), in kcal mol−1 (blue squares). Experimental absorption maxima
λmax
a (nm) and computed excitation energies (eV) are also shown on
secondary axes. The error bars show the standard deviation of the
computed data over 10 dynamic repetitions. The dashed blue line
represents the linear regression of the computed data, while the black
solid line represents the perfect correlation line between computed
and experimental data. Red dots show the computed excitation
energies using just 1 molecular dynamics run (namely, the first of each
of the default 10).

Figure 5. Differences between calculated vertical excitation energies (ΔES1−S0) of ASRAT-WT and each of the mutants studied in both ANJ-set and
TDR-set (ΔΔES1−S0

WT ). Blue bars represent values computed with one single seed (N = 1), whereas yellow bars represent values computed with the
standard 10 seeds (N = 10). Data is presented in kcal mol−1 (left vertical axis) and eV (right vertical axis).
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absorption maxima. The two students followed the procedure
reported in sections 2.1.1−2.1.3 to produce the results
reported in the left columns of Table 2 and as blue bars in
Figure 5 (N = 1 data).
The difference, with respect to the research results presented

in the previous section, is that for each mutant only 1 seed,
rather than 10, was requested (phase 3e) for the molecular
dynamics calculation, resulting in a single QM/MM model and
a single excitation energy evaluation. While this much faster
procedure produces excitation energies displaying larger
discrepancies from those obtained with the default protocol,
the educational/training target, i.e., learning how specific
amino acid replacements can shift the absorption maximum,
remains valid. This can be further appreciated in Figure 4,
comparing the results obtained with only 1 molecular
dynamics (red dots) as opposed to those with the default 10
(blue dots). Nevertheless, using just 1 repetition represents a
useful research tool to preliminary screen large numbers of

rhodopsin variants. The so-obtained excitation energies trends
hold only a qualitative value, and thus, representative models
should be re-evaluated with the standard, 10 repetitions,
protocol. For this reason, the ΔES1−S0 change of the computed
most blue- and red-shifted mutants of each set with respect to
the computed ΔES1−S0 of ASRAT-WT were re-evaluated, still
using the Web-ARM interface, employing the default 10
repetitions. The corresponding results are reported in the right
columns of Table 2 (N = 10 data) and as yellow bars in Figure
5. As observed in Figure 5, in both the ANJ and TDR sets, the
mutants expected to be blue- or red-shifted on the basis of the
N = 1 data, are confirmed as having computed blue- o red-
shifted absorption maxima, with respect to ASRAT-WT.
From both a research and/or training/educational perspec-

tive, the automatic building and spectroscopic characterization
of mutants of rhodopsins offered by Web-ARM are rather
obvious, when focusing on the way in which the cavity amino
acids tune the color corresponding to the absorption

Figure 6. (A) Schematic illustration of the vertical excitation energy (ΔES1−S0) of the all-trans rPSB chromophore, as embedded in ASR. The
orange circle indicates the proton Schiff base region, while the violet circle indicates the β-ionone ring region. Upon photoexcitation, the main
location of the positive charge of rPSB shifts from the orange to the violet region. (B) Schematic representation of the red- and blue-shift effects on
the absorption maximum wavelength (λmax

a ). A red-shifted mutant can be obtained by destabilizing the ground and/or stabilizing the excited state of
rPSB, with respect to the WT conditions. Alternatively, a blue-shifted mutant can be obtained by stabilizing the ground and/or destabilizing the
excited state of rPSB.

Figure 7. Cavity residues of ASRAT-WT and mutants Web-ARM models. (a) ASRAT-L83N mutant model, found to have a blue-shifted absorption
with respect to WT. (b) ASRAT-WT model. (c) ASRAT-C137S mutant model, found to be red-shifted with respect to WT. The cavity amino acids
are shown in red lines. The variable cavity residues 83 and 137 are shown in tube representation in red for WT and in yellow for the mutants.
Retinal chromophore is shown in green and lysine linker (K210) is shown in blue, both in ball-and-stick representation. Violet and orange circles
indicate the β-ionone ring and the proton Schiff base regions, respectively. Black dashed lines indicate the distances between point mutation
residues and retinal chromophore.
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